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Thursday, March 2, 2000

The Student Voice of Montclair State University Since 1928

Volume 79 No. 21

CRISIS AT BLANTON
Fire a n d Flood Force 639 Students to Evacuate

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

CAUSE FO R ALARM: Sophomore Allegra Cohen a n d D ionne O livo (above) huddle outside Blanton H a ll
follow ing the in itia l evacuation o f the building w hile K ik i W illiam s, D irector o f the Physical P lant (upper right),
a n d L ittle Falls Fire C h ie f E dw ard Pomponio inspect the damage w ithin. A jfected electrical subpanels (panel R 4
is shown a t right) were responsible fo r the residence h a ll’s emergency generators a n d fire alarm system, according to
M S U officials.

Water and Electricity Don’t Mix Hundreds Left
Quicker action may have prevented Blanton Hall disaster
By Elizabeth A. Hutchinson
Assistant News Editor

A fire that could have been avoided and
a burst water valve forced 639 Blanton Hall
residents to vacate their rooms for the rest
of the week. The New Jersey Department
of Community Services and officials from
Essex County deemed the building unsafe
due to a lack of electricity and no working
fire alarm system.
L ittle F alls Fire C hief, Edw ard
Pomponio, said the fire could have been
prevented.
“The fire was definitely caused by wa
ter leaking into the circuit box. Although
the fire was contained in the maintenance
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room, it caused a lot of damage,” Pomponio
said. “ The electricity should have been shut
off immediately after the water valve broke.
This would have prevented the fire, and
would have also prevented the building
coming to a complete shut-down:”
Director of the Physical Plant, Kiki
Williams, said a faulty valve could have
caused the flood.
“The pipe valve that burst was just re
placed. We have a liability insurance plan
with the Ruggelin Bros, company...we now
need to determine if the valve was faulty, if
so, the company is liable for all damages,
excluding room reimbursements,” Williams
said.
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By Molly Meyers

A water main break that shorted out two
electrical panels and caused the atrium of
Blanton Hall to fill with smoke displaced
over 600 students Monday morning at ap
proximately 9:45a.m.
“We have been notified by state and
county authorities that residents of Blanton
Hall will be unable to occupy the building
until after spring break,” Dr. M elinda
O’Brien, Director of Residence Life, said
in a campus-wide flyer. “Replacement and
testing of fire alarm and electrical panels
must be completed prior to permitting buildSee HOM ELESS on P. 4
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Newark- Sixty Newark sanitation
workers called in sick last week in
protest of contract negotiations of
the city. Trash cans, recycling bins
and dumpsters were left scattered
around the city until the second
shift came to pick it up. Accord
ing to city business administrator
JoAnne Watson, the city is inves
tigating whether the sick-out was
organized. If so, she said that each
employee will be dealt under a
“case-by-case basis.” The normal
daily number of workers who call
out sick each day is 15.

fire destroyed it last Wednesday
night. Township firefighters re
sponded to the 7 p.m. call after it
had been reported as a smoke con
dition. Officers arrived on the
scene to find a light smoke sur
rounding the house and flames
burning through the roof o f the
house. All three family members
of the single-family house had been
evacuated by the time firefighters
had arrived. The cause of the fire
is presently under investigation by
Millburn police and fire officials,
but no suspicion of criminal activ
ity has been announced.

FIR E
HEROIN
Millbum- A family of three found
Montclair- Police arrested a man
their home burned down after a for possessing 20 bags of heroin in Compiledfrom NJO.com by
the back o f his car Wednesday Christina Spatz.

Siri
listing of discount packages.

N ational N ews

MSU P olice R eport
• 2-23 Officers responded to three
fire alarms at Stone Hall. A faulty
second floor sm oke detector
caused the alarm to activate. Little
Falls Fire Department and the re
pair company responded.

night. Jeffrey Jorgenson 35, of
Little Falls was placed under ar
rest and charged with heroin pos
session, the manufacture and dis
tribution of heroin, possession of
heroin near or on school property,
and possession of drug parapher
nalia. Nine days prior to the in
cident, narcotics officials had
placed 23 M ontclair resident
Vincent Marchello Odom under
arrest for the possession of more
than 100 packages of heroin.
According to Police Chief Tho
mas Russo, confidential infor
mants have said that the two cases
were not linked together.

they discovered a hair dryer in an
eleventh floor room which had
caused a smoke detector to acti
vate. The Clifton Fire Department
responded.

• 2-28 A male injured his eye while
• 2-23 A female reported that she playing basketball in Panzer Gym.
found a harassing note in the note He was transported by ambulance
book when she returned home to Mountainside Hospital.
from class.
2-28 Officers responded to a fire
• 2-23 A male reported
lanton Hall. Upon armache monkey was sti
|jscovered a water pipe
display on the top ofi
anical room ceiling
Dickson Hall’s entra*!
s ij^ flooding in an elecLater a small fire in
• 2-23 A female Bohn
rted and was extinreported a cell phone
maintenance worker
from her locked room?/1
s c a in The Little Falls Fire
tion continues.
mentwesponded. Blanton
as^ggnfuated until repairs
• 2-24 A female retlfl
ted.
parked car in Lot 30 a1
discover a scratch on the
ale Blanton hall resident
side.
ported when he returned to his
room after the evacuation for the
• 2-24 A maintenance worker at fire alarm, he discovered that his
Bohn Hall discovered the wind video game player was missing.
shield of a m aintenance truck
parked at the loading dock • 2-28 Officers responded to Bohn
smashed.
Hall upon a report of a male act
ing irrationally. The male was
• 2-25 Officers responded to a transported to Mountainside Hos
Clove Road Apartment to assist the pital for evaluation.
AM in closing a party after hav
ing received a noise complaint.
• 2-29 A male juvenile broke his
wrist while playing hockey at the
• 2-27 Officers responded to a fire Floyd Hall Ice Arena. He was
alarm in Bohn Hall. Upon arrival, transported by ambulance to St.
Joseph’s Hospital.
F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

AMTRAK
Washington- Amtrak decided to
create more routes and offer more
frequent service on its already ex
isting lines on Monday. Railroad
officials say that they plan to an
nounce on Tuesday a plan to add a
train from New York to California.
In addition, it also plans to expand
the area service to Monterrey,
Mexico, and Toronto, and increase
its FIorida-to-New York service all
the way to Boston. It is a major
change for the company, which has
not changed its ideas since Con
gress created it in 1971.

that he will end the rivalry with the
Orthodox Muslims. In front of
20,000 people, Mr. Farrakhan em
braced W. Deen Muhammad at the
Nation of Islam’s annual Savior’s
Day rally. His announcement
stated that his Nation of Islam and
the nation’s Orthodox Muslims
were uniting “to work together for
the causes of Islam.” Farrakhan
and the fam ily o f Eljah
Muhammad were at odds over a
leadership struggle.

NEW RELEASE
Cincinnati- People o f all ages
rushed to Joseph-Beth Booksellers
ENDED RIVALRY
Monday to get the latest Harry
Chicago- Nation of Islam member Potter book release. At JosephLouis Farrakhan declared Monday Beth, the organized group dubbed

the “Harry Potter withdrawal
club”, offered its members books
such as the adventures of Dorothy
in the The Wonderful Wizard ofOz,
and the The Book o f Three, a vol
ume in a 35-year-old series about
a pig keeper and his nemesis, the
Horn King. The best-selling
children’s novels, three of which
are Harry Potter’s, are 230 to 400
pages and include a linear plot,
vivid writing, a high amount of
sophistication, and a minimum
number of illustrations, if any at
all.

Compiledfrom CNN.com by
Christina Spatz.

I nternational N ews
GUERILLAS
Beirut, Lebanon- Leader of the
Hezbollah Lebanese G uerrilla
movement, and his group, have
evolved into a strong guerrilla
movement as leaders of the Middle
East’s most brutal Islamic terrorist
faction. Nasrallah is involved in a
high-risk movement being that two
of Sheik Nasrallah’s predecessors
were assassinated by Israel. Prime
Minister Ehud Barak has promised
to withdraw from Southern Leba
non by July 7. Hezbollah has since
declared itself the only Arab force
to ever to “defeat” the Israeli
forces.
Lebanon began to
deconstruct in the mid-1970s, so
Hezbollah’s triumph may be a re
covery to a painful transition for the
Islamic group.

TROOPS
Pristina, Kosovo- The Pentagon
announced Monday that it will not
permit American troops to return
to Mitrovica for safety reasons.
German NATO com m ander of
peacekeeping forces General Klaus
Reinhardt said that negotiations
were continuing. According to of
ficials, Secretary of State
Madeleine K. Albright has contin
ued daily communication with
head of the United Nations mission
Bernard Kouchner in an attempt to
find a solution to the Mitrovica cri
sis.
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Read about the new dean of the College
of
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DEFEATED
Kiel, Germany- Germany’s Chris
tian Democratic Union, scarred of
a financial scandal with the party’s
former chancellor Helmut Kohl,
suffered a heavy defeat Monday
against the Social Democrats in the
election of the northern state of
Schewig-Holstein. Three months
earlier, Mr. Kohl’s former defense
minister, and the party’s candidate,
Volker Ruhe was ahead by 10 per
cent over the Social Democrats.
Mr. Kohl lost popularity after he
admitted to taking $1 million from
unidentified donors.

Compiledfrom CNN.com by
Christina Spatz.

Election 2000
Vice-president AI Gore and Senator
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FALLING APART: {top) Blanton HaU
is no stranger to flooding, a sth is photo
fra m ja n : 1 9 o f thisyeair dearly shows.
Here, a p lu m b in g problem caused severe
water damage to the D irector o f Blanton
H all, M atthew Kanes, office. Several
inches o f w ater sw ept into the Blanton
H a ll atrium , where m any students
congregate during their free tim e.
(right) Sophomore Freeman resident
Elyssa Santandreu struggles w ith broken
closet doors to gain access to her clothes
a n d other belongings.

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY:
|ENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

This is the th ird in a series o f M ontclarion
special reports about issues critical a t
M SU

By William J. Gibbs, Jr.
Special to T he M ontclarion

“It is like the North Pole here,” said Sa
rah Bechtold, a fourth-floor Freeman Hall
resident. “I would almost rather sleep in
the hallway, than having to put on extra
socks and blankets because my room is so
chilly,” Bechtold said.
This is not an uncommon complaint
from many MSU resident students. There
have been a string of problems plaguing all
of the MSU residence halls. Problems range
from no heat in Freeman Hall to a manda
tory week-long evacuation of Blanton Hall
due to maintenance problems.
Dr. Patricia Hewitt, Vice President of
Business and Finance, said that large
projects, like replacing the heat pipes in
Freeman Hall, come out of a different bud
get than other repairs, such as broken pipes.
“It would be around $800,000 to replace
Freeman’s pipes. We try to save for it and,
every year, we look to see how much we
have,” said Hewitt. “It’s on the list of things
to do and, obviously, it’s a priority.”

Bad plumbing is probably the top prob do not withstand sudden tem perature
lem on the list of Blanton Hall’s mainte changes. The pipes will often burst because
nance issues that can range from structural the cold air causes the water to freeze in
side.
problems as well as cosmetic.
“In order to do re
Blanton Hall is the
pair work [when a pipe
largest and new est
bursts], the water has to
built housing facility
“ In o r d e r to d o
be shut dow n,” said
at MSU. Recently, it
Kane. “This causes an
has experienced some
re p a ir w o r k w h e n a
inconvenience to the
improvements.
p ip e b u rs ts, th e
students.”
“W e’ve com e a
Kane told of an in
long way in the way of
w a te r h as t o b e s h u t
cident that occurred in
painting and repairs
d o w n ...T h is cau ses
early November. “The
that need to be done,”
water was shut off for a
said Matthew Kane,
a n in c o n v e n ie n c e to
12 hour period,” said
the director of Blanton
s tu d e n ts .
Kane. “But usually it’s
Hall.
-M atthew Kane,
24 hours.”
One of those re
Director
of
To fully remedy this
pairs is the ongoing
problem,
the PVC pipes
project to better insu
Blanton Hall
would
all
have to be re
late and cover the out
placed
with
copper.
side water pipes. The
“It’s
a
large
job,
both
drop ceilings are be
time
and
money,”
Kane
ing refram ed and
retiled, the pipes are being repaired, re said.
The most significant problem reported
placed, and reinsulated wherever necessary.
“We’ve had some plumbing problems,” by Blanton Hall residents is the plumbing.
Kane said. “We’ve got leaky PVC [plastic] Like any other maintenance problem, resi
dents fill out a work order requesting re
pipes.”
PVC pipes, unlike ones made of metal, pairs. Items such as painting, plumbing and

-------W -

electrical work are referred to the Physical
Plant. “They [the Physical Plant] service the
whole campus,” Kane said. “Work can take
time.”
In September, Ramy Souryal, a Freeman
Hall resident, reported a leak in his bathroom
ceiling. He filed three work orders, then
called the Physical Plant.
“The shower above us was leaking right
over our heads,” said Souryal as he pointed
to the area over his sink. “It took them like
over a month to fix it. My roommate and I
had to make a lot of phone calls to get it
done.”
John Lowney, Director of Freeman Hall,
is fully aware of the complaints about the
conditions of Freeman Hall. “I think Free
man is a strong facility. The infrastructure is
solid, but the bathrooms need renovation,”
Lowney said. “We need new furniture.”
Like Blanton Hall, Freeman Hall also
received some renovations this year. “Ev
ery room was painted,” said Lowney. “New
carpet was installed in the hallways and
lounges. In Spring 1998, all of the furniture
in the main lounge was replaced at a cost of
over $15,000. New blinds were installed in
See DISREPAIR O N P. 6
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“Please Exit
the B uilding”
One Blanton Hall resident’s
experiences on the morning
during the evacuation
By Christina Spatz
Assistant News Editor

An electrical fire forced many students,
including sophomore Theatre Education
major Peter Muzio, out of their Blanton Hall
rooms Monday morning.
According to Muzio, all of the residents
in the building were woken up by resident
assistants at around 10 a.m. Muzio quickly
grabbed his camcorder when he saw water
coming from the front door, but was forced
to evacuate through the fire entrance.
At 11 a.m., students were allowed to re
enter the building because no problem had
been officially declared.
Muzio returned to his second floor room
and proceeded to go back to sleep, block
ing out the piercing alarm with classical mu
sic.
Shortly after the residents reentendered,
all power went out in the rooms and hall
ways, but shortly resumed again.
At 11:30 a.m., resident assistants woke
Muzio with “bloodcurdling screams” to get
out of the building immediately. Muzio
looked out the window and saw smoke com
ing out from what loked like the corner of
the A and D wing of the fourth floor, which
later was confirmed to be the fifth floor,
laundry room.
Muzio said he remembered the building
“smelling like a sneaker, or something rub
ber, burning.”
Following the Resident Assistants’ an
nouncement, Muzio proceeded down the
stairs, where he heard people screaming in
confusion to figure out what was going on.
Because it was so dark, many students
fumbled with their keys in their doors, and
even entered the wrong rooms by mistake.
On the way out of the building, desserts
were handed out, and students were told
later, that they had five minutes to reenter
the building.
According to Muzio, “The Residence
Life people told us that we had five min
utes to go back in the building, and grab
clothing that will last us for at least three
days.”
Although similar incidents have oc
curred previously in Blanton Hall, this was
the first that made students evacuate the
building for an extended amount of time.
Muzio said that beside this incident, daily
problems persist in the residence hall that
need to be solved.
“I have trouble sleeping from the loud
people down the hall and unsanitary condi
tions (like toilet water on the room floor)
have made living there very uncomfortable
for me,” said Muzio.
Beside all the disruptions that caused
students to be evacuated, Muzio said that
there were some positive things that went
on.
According to Muzio, “I saw that they
had the fire doors closed on both sides of
the floor, and the resident assistants did in
form everyone quickly to get out of the
building.”
There were rumors circulating that
adminstrators were excusing students from
scheduled classes until after the end of
spring break, and many of Muzio’s classes
were only half full.
“This is putting undo stress that we don’t
need, both emotionally and academically,
because we were forced out of rooms,”
Muzio said.

H o m eless
C ontinued from P. 1

Many Blanton residents
have moved in with friends
or have gone home until
after spring break
ing occupancy. While we realize this is a
significant inconvenience, the safety of our
residents is our foremost priority.”
The flyer said that temporary room as
signments would be available for Blanton
residents.
The Health and Wellness Center has
been relocated to the Drop-In Center, and
will provide limited and emergency services
during their regular hours.
Some students are staying with friends
in other residence halls and Bohn Hall’s
rooms are being tripled.
Other students returned home or moved
further away.
“I was forced to live 40 minutes away,
and I don’t have a car,” sophomore Natalie
DeBendictis said.
Blanton’s building director, Matthew
Kane, refused comment, but will be in his
office to give comments concerning the
overflow of students.
Meanwhile, directors from Blanton,
Webster and Bohn Halls remained unavail
able for comment.
Dean of Students, Helen Matsow-Ayres,
and the Director of Student Development
and Campus Life, Karen Pennington, also
remained unavailable for comment after
several attempts.
Room refund information has not yet
been released from the Office of Residence
Life.

The Student Center an d Russ
H all computer labs w ill be
open 2 4 hours today due to
the closing o f Blanton H all
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C O P IN G W IT H DISASTER:
(opposite page, top) Repairm en already
began repairing the fr ie d p a n el where the
ftre started on M onday morning.

(opposite page, bottom ) Before the second
evacuation due to an electricalfire,
Blanton H a ll residents were led back into
the building through a fire exit rather
than the m ain entrances because flooding
fro m the ruptured w ater m ain which
prom pted the in itia l evacuation.
( this page, top) The sandw ich line
became popular since Blanton H a ll’s
cafeteria was closed due to M ondays flood.
D in in g services extended their menu a n d
operation hours to cater to larger numbers
o f students.
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(this page, left) Blanton H a ll m aintenance
employees fo u g h t the flo o d in the cafeteria
w hile it spread throughout the building
shortly after the water m ain break this
M onday morning. The cafeteria's closing
prom pted the crowded conditions in the
Student Center cafeteria (seen above) as
w ell as in Freemans D ining Hall.

Williams estimated that repairs will cost
about $50,000; $25,000 for the life safety
unit (fire alarms), $20,000 for repairing the
electrical panel, $2,500 for the transformer
and $3,500 for tele-communications.
The possible cause for the broken valve
is the plastic piping (PVC) used in Blanton
Hall. According to Williams, copper is the
most durable piping; it can withstand the
many elemental changes MSU faces. Cop
per is also the most expensive type of pip
ing.
Blanton residents initially left the build
ing after a fire alarm sounded because of
flooding after the pipe valve broke, Will
iams said. After students were allowed to
return to their rooms, about an hour later,
the second alarm sounded, and residents
evacuated the building in the dark.
Although the lights were out, a back-up
generator was able to trip the fire alarm so
students could be immediately alerted of the
fire. Matt Kane, Director of Blanton Hall,
also used a blow horn to tell students it was
a real fire.
Students were later allowed back into the
building to get enough clothes for at least
two days. Karen Pennington, Director of
Student D evelopm ent, stood outside
Blanton to answer students’ questions.
“We are encouraging students to either
commute to campus if possible or to stay
with a friend on or off campus,” Penning
ton said.
Late Monday night the Office of Resi
dence Life informed students they could not
live in Blanton Hall until after Spring Break.
The Office of Residence Life provided
housing for students that were not able to
make accommodations for themselves.
“Alternate housing assignments are lim
ited, but students are encouraged to make
their own plans if possible,” Director of
Residence Life, Melinda O’Brien said.
So far 32 Blanton residents have sought
alternate housing in other MSU residence
halls according to the Office of Residence
Life yesterday afternoon. “There are still
spots available if students need them,” sajd
O’Brien
Dean of Students, Helen MatusowAyres, sent a memo to all faculty informing
them of the situation. Matusow-Ayres also
posted messages on channel 3 about class
attendance.
“Students who were displaced by the
closing of Blanton Hall are expected to con
tinue to attend class,” Matusow-Ayres said.
“Students who have found it necessary to
miss class or need an extension should con
tact their instructors.”
Many students are concerned over class
schedules, rides to school and finding a place
to stay.
“I feel like 1 am homeless,” said Blanca
Mejia, sophomore.
“Some students don’t even have cars or
they live far,” said Miguel Santoz, sopho
more.
When the fire alarm sounded, some
Blanton Hall residents were scared it was a
serious fire.
“I was annoyed when the alarm sounded.
No one really paid attention, until people
were saying it was a real fire. It was scary,
especially since it was so dark,” Lauren
Vreeland, sophomore said.
A similar incident happened at Seton
Hall University, located in South Orange,
in January. A fire broke out in Boland Hall,
a freshman dorm. Three students died and
over 50 others were injured as a result of
the fire.
There have been few complaints or
phone calls from parents regarding the situ
ation, according to the Office of Residence
Life.
“A housing reimbursement is planned
for Blanton Hall residents. An amount has
not been reached yet, it is still in delibera
tion,” said O’Brien.
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D isrep air
C ontinued from P. 3
all the rooms last year,” said Lowney.
Despite all of these improvements, there
is still more that needs to be done.
Freeman also needs renovation of the
elevator. The General Elevator, which was
installed in the building during its original
construction, was renovated last year. Parts,
including steel cables and pulleys, were re
placed.
“It seems to run worse since they fixed
it. They need to refurbish the interior, the
panel and the emergency phone,” Lowney
said.
Russ Hall, which was built in 1915, was
reopened in fall 1997 after a massive reno
vation project. The building was completely
gutted and updated with modern technology
in compliance with current building codes.
Lowney pointed out the shoddy work
manship in the renovations during 1997.
“They installed discontinued toilets in
the bathrooms. If they break, we have to
replace them because they can no longer be
fixed,” Lowney said. “There’s plywood
under the carpets. If it gets wet, it causes
the carpet and the floor to buckle.” Further
more, “there are no peepholes in the doors.
There are no mailboxes and there are no
water fountains on the floors.”
Kiki Williams, Director of the Physical
Plant, has been in charge of all maintenance
of the residence halls, as well as all other
campus buildings and grounds. Until this
time, Residence Life had the costly task of
performing their own maintenance.
Williams has heard many complaints
about the residence halls from the mouths
of faculty, staff, and students alike. She said
that most of the problems with the build
ings on this campus are related to the lack
of long-range planning.
“There’s no careful analysis,” Williams
said. “They just act now. We try to look at
the long range. Where do we want to be in
five years? We are looking at where we want
to be in 20/20.”
‘The buildings had already outlived their
usefulness by the time we took over,” said
Williams.
After Williams took over in April 1997,
the Physical Plant had to devise a plan for
identifying and tackling maintenance issues
throughout the MSU campus. Photographs,
as well as infrared surveys, were taken of
all suspected problem areas.
“We did it to show others higher up the
ladder the areas of our campus they may not
see,” Williams said.
In places such as the Freeman Hall base
ment, black iron pipes were under layers of
rust. Some of the pipes were ready to rust
through.
The infrared study cost $3000. Williams
pointed out in a series of pictures from the
study, an infrared image of steam pipes un
der a grassy area of the Freeman-Russ quad.
Pointing to a bright white spot on one of the
pipes she said, “This is a hot spot”-a point
where steam builds up, due to the weaken
ing of that part of the pipe. “If not corrected,
that could have caused an underground fire,”
Williams said.
Also as a result of the weakened pipes,
it was costing more to heat the campus.
According to Williams, $15,000 worth of
energy was being lost annually.
The Physical Plant then repaired the
problem areas by replacing all worn pipes,
and reinstalling them.
In other studies conducted by the Physi
cal Plant, it was found that since most of
the buildings were built before the mid1970s, “there were no redundant systems in
place. So when one pump broke, there was
none to back it up,” Williams said.
“In Stone Hall, there were no sewer ejec
tor pumps to take sewage from the build
ing,” Williams said. “If it went, the sewage
would have backed up into the building.”
Also in their efforts to retrofit MSU, as
bestos had to be removed “before any re
pairs were done,” Williams said. “There was
lots and lots of asbestos.”

LETTING THE AIR IN

ROLL IT: Alyson Terranova, sophomore recreation major, stacks three rolls o f toilet paper to prop open
her fa u lty w indow in her Freeman H a ll room.

M u s e u m P r o f e s s io n s
G a t e w a y t o a R e w a r d in g C a r e e r

Earn a Master of Arts in Museum Professions
in 2 to 3 Years (39 credits)
Among the courses offered in this exciting program are:
T h e D is c rim in a tin g E y e • T h e In te rp re ta tio n o f A rt • T h e A n a to m y o f a M u s e u m
C o lle c tio n s C a re • S e m in a rs in F r a n c e , Italy a n d G e rm a n y

PLUS YOUR CHOICE OF A PROFESSIONAL TRACK
T r a c k I: M u s e u m E d u c a t i o n
T r a c k II: M u s e u m M a n a g e m e n t
T r a c k II I: M u s e u m R e g i s t r a t i o n
F o r f u r th e r i n f o r m a t i o n , c a ll ( 9 7 3 ) 7 6 1 - 7 9 6 6 o r e - m a i l

SETON HALL

m useum grad@ shu.edu

UNIVERSITY.
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Caution to Blanton Residents

NO PRESERVATIVES
ADDED
#

T h ere have several incidents o f theft sin ce "
Blanton H all’s evacuation on Monday.
Please m ake sure you take or secure your
valuables over spring break to avoid any
further incidents.

THE INSTITUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnubus Health Care System

AS AN EGG DONOR,
YOU CAN HELP A
COUPLE BE WHAT
THEY’VE ALWAYS
DREAMED OF BEING...
A FAMILY.
T e Institute for Reproductive

After you have completed an egg

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Medicine and Science of Saint

donor cycle, you w ill be compensated

PROTEIN SUPPLEMENT: In the R a tt a fe w weeks ago, a fly was

Barnabas Medical Center is seeking

$5,000. To qualify, you must have med

egg donors.

ical insurance and be able to provide

fo u n d wrapped up in a croissant by a student during the late-night
dining hours.

There are many infertile couples
whose only dream is to have a family.

your own transportation to and from
the hospital.
Residents of New York can have

That’s why we’re reaching out to you—
women of all ethnic backgrounds,

screening and daily monitoring tests

between the ages of 21 and 32, who

performed locally by a physician practice

are willing to donate eggs. You will be

which is associated with the Institute.

carefully screened both medically and
psychologically to ensure your optimum
health. Our donation program adheres
to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.

For m o re in fo r m a tio n

Research Project Seeks to
Improve M SU College Life

o n b e in g an e g g d o n o r ,
p le a se c a ll 1 (8 0 0 ) 8 2 4 - 3 1 2 3 .

By Jill Nuber
S ta ff Writer

We’re right here when you need us.

The university is among one of 275 col
leges and universities across the U.S. that
has been chosen to participate in an anony
mous survey which will help its undergradu
ate program, Dri Jane Zeff, Director of In
stitutional Research, said.
The survey’s main focus is to let high
school graduates and transfer students know
more about the school they are going to at-

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate of the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
L ivingston, New Jersey 07039

O ld S hort HU1* Road

THIS.
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UP TO ¿23,000 IN EDUCATION ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS*
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tend, and to let the university know what
undergraduate areas they need to work on,
Zeff said.
Randomly selected freshman and seniors
from the Fall 1999 semester will be asked
to participate in the National Survey for Stu
dent Engagement in the next few days or
so. It is a unique survey that will ask stu
dents to tell about their college experience.
Questions like, “how many hours a week
do you spend studying, working on- or offcampus, participating in campus organiza
tions and relaxing and socializing?” are
some examples, Zeff said.
Freshman and seniors across the nation
were polled and the results were sent as a
database to the University of Indiana, the
administrators of the survey, and they pulled
random people out to do this survey.
The adm inistrators chose to survey
freshman because they are just beginning
the undergraduate experience and seniors
because they are at the end of their under
graduate experience, Zeff said.
The study is sponsored by Pew Chari
table Trusts which is an established, non
profit organization.
Pew will pay for most of the cost, while
the Institutional Research’s budget will
cover the rest, which is nothing unreason
able, Zeff said.
A number of colleges and universities
were invited to the meeting where the rep
resentatives from the University of Indiana
decided who was going to participate in this
study. MSU fit the profile, as well as other
New Jersey state colleges like William
Patterson, for example.
This is the first time a survey like this
has ever been done in the U.S. A pilot was
conducted last year to see how it would go
and it was successful. The survey takes only
15 minutes to complete and can be done via
the Internet’s version of The College Stu
dent Report or by filling out a paper.
The whole university endorses this sur
vey, including President Cole, Zeff said.
“It really is exciting to be a part of this.
If we can get the students to do this it will
be an investment for them and future stu
dents,” Zeff added.
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Fe a t u r e

Writer Reaches
O ut To Future
Generations
By Dominick Banks
Staff Writer

O

n Monday, Feb. 21, 2000, Junot
Diaz, author of Drown, made his
powerful appearance at MSU to
giveareadingatDicksonHall.lt was spon
sored by the English Department’s Visit
ing Writers’Committee & Latin America
Studies Program.
One M.S.U. student commented, “I per
sonally felt very privileged to sit in at a
reading given by a man of such depth. He
is so sincere and in touch with the language
he uses to get his meaning across to oth
ers.”
Diaz’s book, Drown, is in reality a com
bination of 10 stories, all of which deals with
people of different color, race, and the ex
periences that each character faces. All of
the stories transpire in the New Jersey neigh
borhood, where characters are faced with
the dire roads of life that become their pro
cess of growth to adulthood. He success
fully gives shape and purpose to the chaos
as well as perplexity that consumes his book.
Diaz has even incorporated many social
issues such as drug use, adolescent curios
ity regarding sexual behavior, and rejection.
Dr. Sharon Lewis, an English faculty
professor said, “The readings and the depth
of them, including the language Junot inte
grates with it, are both powerful and pro
vocative. He has managed to capture the
attention of the students through his own
language and speech.”
Dr. Bob Whitney, also an English fac
ulty professor, commented, “I think that
Diaz has definitely responded quite well to
the students in conversing with them in per
son and allowing his audience the freedom
to fully contemplate the message he is con
veying to readers through the stories he tells
them. He is speaking out to the public, es
pecially young adults, in his own penetrat
ing dialect, which has proven to be very ef
fective for his book and towards his future
success in writing his next book.”
And finally. Dr. Timothy Watson of the
English Department said, “Diaz established
a great rapport with the students - many of
them came to the reading clutching copies
of his book, Drown, and several of them
thanked him publicly for representing their
lives in such a remarkable way. After the
reading, he was really generous with stu
dents as he chatted with them one-by-one.
His visit was really something special at
MSU.”
Other students felt that his readings held
constant profanity, which they felt diverted
Diaz from achieving his purpose.
One MSU student said, “Although Mr.
Diaz puts such emphasis of what appears to
be his own life experience, I felt that the
profanity which was constantly used wasn’t
necessary. To me, it was not only contro
versial but it demonstrated the violence that
engulfs society.”
Mr. Diaz, responded, “Despite what
other people think about the words and lan
guage I use toward my stories, it is impor
tant to remember that what I write, I write it
in my own language and my own manner
of speech.
What people don’t understand is that En
glish is English and everyone has their own
way of speaking it, regardless of how much
vulgarity or profanity is used. I am simply
writing about what takes place in the New
Jersey hood with the Dominican Republic
and that is the issue people should be fo
cussing on which is, of course, the most
important of all.”
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Blanton residents, Carolyn Hess, Brian Parks a n d D ana Vigliotti, huddle outside Blanton H a ll during w hat they believed to be only a
p ra n k fir e drill. Unbeknowst to them, this fir e d rill w ould later determ ine their homeless fa te.

W h en Crisis Strikes Your R esidence H all
What to do when no electricity, no heat, and no water leave you without a place to live
By Carolyn Velchik *•
Feature Editor

I

t is 10 a.m. and the fire alarm is going off. You crawl out of bed and drag yourself out into the cold sporting your red Elmo slippers.
After 45 minutes you begin to smile as the warmth of your bed engulfs you once again. Your head hits the pillow and all you hear is:
FIRE! The next thing you know you are being told to get your stuff and move out, you are on an early spring break. The problem?
You are homeless and you are not excused from class. Instead of crawling up in a ball and crying, here are some suggestions to get you
through this rough time.
• Find a place to temporarily live. Maybe a friend at Clove Road, or even someone off campus. Since you might be staying a while,
maybe think of an incentive to thank your host. Help with the cleaning or cook dinner. Even a small gift of appreciation would be nice.
Remember, they are being inconvenienced too, so do not forget to say thank you.
• Pack your things, wisely. Since there are time slots to pick up your things, make a few trips to your
room. Each time only take necessities, like your computer, but pack your computer supplies later in the
week when you are going home for good, instead of leaving expensive objects in your car where they
might be stolen. Also, try to pack during the mornings hours. Once the afternoon hits, the traffic will be
backed up to the Student Center. Although the shuttle buses are always on time, it might take you
over an hour to get to Lot 28.
• Contact your professors. Although the Dean of Students office says there is no miss
ing class, if you do miss class, talk to your professors. Call them and explain your situation.
Most will be more than happy to allow an excused absence due to this tragedy, as long as you
make the effort to let them know about it.
• Contact your family, friends and employers. Let them know the situation. Since
you will not be able to be reached in your room, leave them a number where they can
reach you. Remember, Mom and Dad worry too and you do not want them to place a
missing person’s report with the police.
• Plan your day differently. Since you may be forced to commute, give yourself
enough time to make it to class. One suggestion for 8 a.m. classes: ask your professor
if you can attend one of their later classes. Do not worry so much about parking. You
will finally get to park right where you live!
• Compromise. This is a very inconvenient situation that other people may not under
stand. When staying with a friend, learn how to sleep uncomfortably, as you may not be in
a bed. If a lot of your friends are staying in the same place, share what comfortable
sleeping areas that there are. Think of your host first when it comes to showering
and/or other time consuming activities. Remember that you do not live there,
your host and their needs come first.
• Keep up with your school work. Although you may be tempted to party
with all your other homeless friends, remember that you are here to get an education. Maybe you should take time away from friends to
study or get to campus a little bit earlier and find a quiet spot where you can be alone to focus on homework. Also, remember that the
administration is not and will not be excusing anyone from classes.
• Think about your mail and/or other loose ends. Since your mail is probably delivered to campus, and you know you have
important bills coming, contact that company and ask them to reroute the sending. Do the same for any important packages.
• Complain. This is your home and you have just been told to leave. There is no water. There is no heat. There is no power. Do not
just complain to friends and family. And certainly do not just complain to the director of your building, your Resident Assistant, or the
desk assistants. A lot of times they play the role of messenger to Residence Life, but really possess no power to change the situation. Go
to the people who hold the power of change. Pick up the phone and call Residence Life at 655-5188 asking specifically for the director,
Melinda O’Brien. Or take a walk to her office located on the fourth floor of Bohn Hall. You can get there by walking down the outside
steps to the left of the building.
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SHOWING THEIR AGGRESSIVE SIDE

Famine Fights
H unger
By Michele Phipany
Assistant Feature Editor

F

reshman Katherine Siegel went home
this weekend with the intent of sav
ing lives. Her participation in the na
tionwide 30 Hour Famine was only one of
the 600,000 people who engaged in the
many activities set forth by World Vision to
fight hunger and poverty around the world.
World Vision is one of the largest, pri
vately funded, Christian nonprofit relief and
development organizations in the world.
World Vision has been in existence for fifty
years, and has helped 60 million people in
over 100 countries in 1998 alone. The fam
ine program gives others around the world
a chance for a better life.
The 30 Hour Famine is a hunger aware
ness program in which participants volun
tarily fast for 30 hours and partake in com
munity service activities. They are also in
dividually sponsored by restaurants, store
businesses and close family and friends,
though they work in groups to raise money
for World Vision. Much of the funding and
aw areness was raised by “ a-th o n s” :
w alk...run...bike... dance...exam ...car
wash...snack sales...auctions...karaoke
night... etc.
Hopatcong was one town that partici
pated in such fund-raisers as the Share Fair
and Save the People. The activities of the
30 Hour Famine were held in towns that
contributed to World Vision’s cause. There
Katherine and two other MSU students.
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To the benefit o f the more passive members o f the M S U com m unity, counselors fro m Counseling a n d Pyschological
Services ( CAPS) volunteered their tim e during a Womens Center workshop entitled, "Assertiveness Skills Workshop
fo r Women, ”last Wednesday.

Nicole Padilla and Julie Cokelet, collected
donations for Save the People and gathered
clothing and toys for the Share Fair. “I never
thought I would make it through the full 30
hours, but as I started to become involved, I
realized how much of a difference I really
was making,” exclaims Kate on her role in
the famine, “That had to be the best feelmg.
The fundraisers made positive differ
ences in places such as B angladesh,
Mozambique, and Cambodia, as well as sev
eral other needy countries. Donations are
used for health care and education as part
of the Chittagong Child Survival Project in
Bangladesh.

An AgPak Distribution provides farm
ers with necessary seeds and tools to grow
food in Mozambique. Cambodia houses the
National Pediatric Hospital where thousands
of patients are treated and cared for. The
donations from famine go toward the pur
chase of equipment and medicine for this
poor country.
Participants in the 30 Hour Famine had
the chance to be in the position of the chil
dren in need. Leaders of the groups ex
plained some of the situations, and had ev
eryone involved imagine they were stripped
of everyday things like family, food, water,
education, and eventually hope. Through
this they were able to realize how much they

had, and how important it was to give in
order for someone else to have a chance to
live.
With 34,000 children dying each day
from hunger and preventable diseases, it’s
no wonder that the 30 Hour Famine has be
come a sort of national deed. It may be dif
ficult to understand certain situations like
world hunger, but there are ways to help.
The national 30 Hour Famine takes place
the last weekend of February every year,
however, you may partake in it at anytime.
Take the time to feed the need.
For more information on how you can
save a life, call 1-800-7-FAMINE, or visit
www.30hourfamine.org.
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• Le Cercle Français, 3 p.m. DI 115
• Conservation Club, 4 p.m. SC 104
• Cardio Kickboxing, 5-6 p.m. Gym 6
• Sprague Library Workshop, 5-5:45 p.m., 6-6:45 p.m. SP 110

•Tai Chi, 6:15-7:15 p.m. Gym 6
•Chi Alpha, 7:30 p.m. SC 411
• Drum Circle, 10p.m. SC 104

Thursday

• Last Day of Classes! Have a Nice Spring Break!

Friday
Trip to The Lion King, 2 p.m. NYC

Saturday
Residence Halls re-open, 11 a.m.

Sunday
• Yoga, 1-2 p.m. SC 419
• Tighten-N-Tone 4-5 p.m. Kopps Lounge, Russ Hall
• Cardio Kickboxing 5-6 p.m. Gym 6

M onday j£

SPECTRUMS, 2-3 p.m. SC 416
1LASO, 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
1Kickboxercise 5-6 p.m. Gym 6
•Aero Step & Tone, 6:15-7:15 Gym 6
• Geo Club, 4 p.m., MA 252
• PreMed Club, 4 p.m. Science Hall 126
• Tighten & Tone, 4-5 p.m. Kopps Lounge, Russ Hall
• SPECTRUMS, 6:30-7:30 SC 416

Tuesday JL
•CLUB, 7:30 SC 104, Commuter
Lounge

Wednesday „
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IN PURSUIT OF KNOWLEDGE

Under M om s W atchful Eye:
M y Secret Sex Life
equipping you with that isn’t already part
of your body is complete privacy and a re
ally big bed?
C) Last, and most definitely least, the
iving with your parents during your drive to a secluded area so we can get busy
college years has definite advan in the back seat. Let’s face it, back in the
tages. But with those advantages are days of green Pontiacs and ’57 Chevys, this
even greater downfalls. Sure, a rent free, option was much more practical, but cars
stable living environment is fully appreci are a lot smaller than they used to be and
ated, but bringing your boyfriend over to bench seats aren’t exactly common any
play a friendly game of Monopoly with your more.
parents is not the greatest plan for a week
Over the past few years of our relation
end, or any evening for that matter.
ship, it has gotten harder and harder to ac
“Why don’t we play charades tonight? cept this situation. How much longer do I
We played Monopoly last Saturday night!” have to wait before I can conveniently af
my mother enthusiastically says, while we ford a cramped, overpriced studio apartment
where the only thing determining whether
roll our eyes with disappointment.
The scenario: It’s late Friday evening or not we have sex is if I ’m all out of
and my boyfriend and I have decided to “go whipped cream?
for it,” while his parents are enjoying some
It has gotten to the point where I am se
Lifetime original movie upstairs. All that riously considering my luck with the lottery
can be heard are the sounds of buckles open in hopes of striking it rich. And all in the
ing, zippers going down and the unpleasant name of sex, love and kinky bedroom an
tics.
sounds of swapping saliva.
And his poor beagle, who is conve
When I was younger, I can remember
niently named Snoopy, has
watching “Beverly Hills
to hear all of this again for _ _ _ _ _ _ _
90210” during the sixth
the third weekend in a row.
grade and dreaming about
As the articles of cloth
glorious moments alone
“W here do you
ing are thrown off one by
with my boyfriend. I
go to “do it”
one and the breathing gets
wanted to be Kelly because
when you’re in
she was the prettiest and
heavier, we stumble once
the heat o f a
. Dylan would be my love
more into the room we have
come to accept as our one
slave.
raging libido and
chance for privacy.
My best friend and I
both your parents
He hits “play” on the
would concoct obnoxious
are physically
little boom box that sits on
situations about what we
the counter and lets Mike
would do With our boy
attached to the
Patton croon over the
friends and how often we
house?
would “go all the way.”
speakers. The volume gets
Some of them were com
turned up a notch, the door
pletely ridiculous, but when
closes to offer seclusion
you’re 11 they seem pos
from the dog and the cer
sible.
emony commences.
For instance, Dylan (i.e.,
While the bathroom is
nicely finished, with a quiet flush toilet and my boyfriend) would ride up on his motor
stand up shower and is very cozy for those cycle and casually walk up to the door. I’d
private moments, this is not exactly my idea be scantily clad in a short, obscenely tight
of great sexual ambience. Not to mention red dress, that would say “take me” all over
that Snoopy’s food bowl sits in the corner it.
We would ride off and arrive at his own
near the door. Just in case I get hungry for
house, where he would feed me chocolate
a snack while we’re in there, right?
Being 20 myself (and my boyfriend not covered strawberries. Then we could slowly
much older) has some hang ups! Where do make our way into his bedroom and fall
you go to “do it” when you’re in the heat of gracefully onto his king sized bed with satin
a raging libido and both of your parents are sheets. And I would smile to myself think
physically attached to the house? It’s time ing, “That’s how real teenagers have sex.”
Boy, was I wrong. Most of my experi
to review the possibilities. We could:
A) Wait for one set of four parents to ences go something like this: “My parents
take a vacation, but those are limited and are going away this weekend to visit fam
one of us will usually be expected to attend. ily,” he says with a mischievous gleam in
Florida is nice, but one of our bedrooms his eye. “You mean we get to use the bed
room this time?” I say, slightly ecstatic.
would be nicer.
Those are moments I cherish. Sure, I’m
B) Rent a motel room with our hard
earned money. “Should we go for a $35 going to miss his parents while they’re gone,
Motel.6 stay, or a $125 Holiday Inn room but there are greater things at stake here.
tonight, honey?” Is it entirely worth rent That bed has been calling my name for
ing a hotel room when the only thing it is weeks and I can’t wait to answer.
By Chantel Paul

Special to The Montclarion
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Tamra C. G rizzle a n d R ichard A. W hite listen intently to their
question during O .S.A. U. s Black H istory trivia gam e last Tuesday.

£>TfP8
Holding the top position on the food chain is a privilege greatly enjoyed by human
kind, but it is also a responsibility. With the security of not being preyed on comes also the
power to eliminate entire species from our planet, whether we intend to or not. Here in
New Jersey, one of the most important populations being threatened is the black bear. In
addition to strategies such as hunting only when needed for food, a key way to help these
beautiful creatures maintain their numbers is by not feeding them. Though this may be
contrary to what some people think, allowing black bears to get into your food supplies
causes these quick learners to associate humans with food and become quite aggressive.
Since authorities must kill dangerous animals to protect the human population, well-in
tentioned hikers and campers must do their best to keep food away from these animals.
We must always keep the interests of the black bear in mind: human tolerance is one of the
most important determinants to its survival.
•*
Data obtained from: New Jersey Division of Parks and Forestry and New Jersey Divi
sion of Fish, Game, and Wildlife. You Are in Bear Country. N.p.: NJ Div. of Parks and
Forestry and NJ Div. of Fish, Game, and Wildlife, n.d.
For more information, contact both the Divisions of Parks and Forestry and Fish, Game,
and Wildlife at PO Box 400, Trenton, NJ 08625.
Sponsored by the Conservation Club, a class I organization o f the SGA
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Sunday, April 2nd
Montclair State URichardson Hall, 2nd Floor
MCAT- 9:00am-5:00pm
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Stuck in the Web

T he R eal W o rld

With the Gram
enjoy taking quizzes. Wait, let me
clarify. I do not enjoy quizzes on
chord progressions, the pre-natal stage
of development in humans, chemistry, or
last night’s reading assignment. I do enjoy

up quizzes for your friends to take about
you, or you can take quizzes as a group.
The benefit of becoming a member is that
you learn information about yourself that
can ultimately help you to improve differ
ent facets of your life.
The site is well organized, and pleas
ing to look at. The fonts arc easy to read,
the colors are neither drab nor blinding.
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By Anna Lawrence
to w . assistantartseditor. com
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Internet. When I found emode.com, I
found a little slice of heaven on Earth.
Emode.com contains roughly a hundred
or more different quizzes. New quizzes are
added regularly and old ones are occasion
ally updated. The quizzes cover relation
ships (“Are You Fit to Commit?” “Have a
Roommate From Hell?”), career (“Are
Your Work Skills Y2K Ready?” “What
Kind of Reporter Are You?”), personality
(“Are You a Loony?” “Are You Type A?”
“What Breed of Dog are You?”), and health
(“Anxiety, Eat to Live or Live to Eat?”).
Some quizzes appear in more than one cat
egory and can be sorted by length and in
volvement (light, engaging, serious). Some
quizzes have even been certified by a Ph.D
and are considered to be accurate.
Singing up to be a member is not op
tional, a major down side of the site. Be
coming a member is a hassle if you don’t
plan on returning back to the site, but, if
you forsee yourself visiting back often and
for an extended period of time, becoming
a member is well worth it. The signup pro
cess only takes about ten minutes at the
most, and is entirely free of charge.
By becoming a member, you create a
vault where you can save your test scores.
These scores can then be compared to other
members’ scores, or to the same test score
from an earlier date. You can also make
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m e iuau nine is suinewnai on tne longer
side, only slightly above average, but it’s
definitely worth the wait. A site like this
reflects the company’s dedication to their
project and the effort they put into the qual
ity of their content. Surfing to their “About
us... page” will show you that they have
fun working together which is also impor
tant. Among other activities, there is a story
time each Wednesday. And where else can
you find a CEO who plays with play-doh?
To put their quizzes to the test - pun
intended - 1 took the “Are You a Loony?”
quiz. The quiz was only about 10 ques
tions long, and I believe it to be pretty ac
curate. I scored 85 out of 100. The results
page included a more in depth look at my
score, breaking it down into Public Looni
ness (83/100), Emotional Looniness (83/
100), and general looniness (58/100). Ap
parently, I’m a person that causes other
people to comment, “What a nut.” Go fig
ure.
The site also offers an extensive library
- great for anyone who enjoys putting in
spirational and interesting quotes up on
their dorm wall and other random places,
such as myself. A sign of looniness? Who
knows.
Got a site you think should be re
viewed? Email the link to the new quiz
taker at thegramrock@aol.com.
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By Natasha Donahue
Special to The Monlclarion

I

think it was in 1996 when I first signed
my name onto a list in the hallway of
the Student Center that said - “If inter
ested in finding out more about Cooperatjv® education, please sign your name here.”
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intern with so little experience under my
belt. But thankfully, after talking with my
Co-op counselor, she convinced me that
nobody would have unreasonable expecta
tions of an intern.
With that in mind, I flipped through one
of the Co-op Job Position Books. I looked
under my major, Broadcasting, and simply
signed up for around five internships that
sounded interesting. Within a week, I had
completed two interviews and both compa
nies wanted to hire me as an intern.
That was over six months ago, and I have
now completed my internship with MSG’s
Metro Learning Channel. The experience
gave me the opportunity to learn and work
in many different environments, enabling
me to see what my strengths are, as well as
my weaknesses.
I was given the chance to work with
television producers on several different
shows and spent a good deal of time on the
set working alongside the talent scout, stage
manager and camera crew.
There are so many aspects of the broadcasting business that I could never have
learned just waiting on the sidelines. I also
have made some valuable contacts, gathered
up some glowing reference letters and can
now include MSG’s Metro Learning Chan
nel on my resume.
Almost four years has past since I first
signed my name to that list in the Student
Center. I won’t sit here and tell you not to
procrastinate, because that’s what we all do
here in college. But some time over the next
four years, do stop in and say, “Hi” to the
staff in the Office of Cooperative Education
(Co-op) and Service Learning. You’ll be
glad you made the effort!
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Over the years I may have regretted do
ing that because it seemed like every couple
of months I would get this letter from the
Cooperative Education (Co-op) Office on
brightly colored paper explaining how an
internship can be a “bridge from the class
room to the career.”
I remember thinking, “Why on earth are
these people sending me these letters invit
ing me to come sign up for a Co-op. They
just don’t quit.”
I didn’t really even get what a Co-op was
and I wanted them to stop sending me these
reminders. Alas, spring would turn into
summer and summer would turn into fall,
and along with the brightly colored leaves
in my mailbox would inevitably be the Co
op letter.
For some odd reason, I’d almost always
stick the letters on my refrigerator door, with
the idea that I’d eventually deal with it, and
go check it out. Well, procrastination won
out as usual, until three years later.
I think it must have been a New Year’s
Resolution that I made to stop putting stuff
off in my life and just do it that finally moved
me to drop in and see this Co-op Office that
I had been reading so much about. I was
really shocked when I got there. It wasn’t
anything like I had expected it to be.
I thought for sure it would be something
like the glass-walled treatment you get at
Registration, when you have to pay in per
son because you signed up late for classes
or something, and you have to slip your
money under the little slot to the lady be
hind the window.
But, to my surprise, the Cooperative
Education Office1was nothing like that.
They even had a little tray of cookies at the

C reative W rite rs
Everyw here

4

reception desk.
They were very friendly and made an
appointment right away for me to meet with
a Co-op counselor. I was amazed at how
easy the process was and I began to feel a
little regretful for having waited so long.
At first I was a little anxious, and 1 won-
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Financial Auditor
Summit Bancorp has an exciting opportunity available in our Financial Audit Department
in Ridgefield Park for an entry-level Auditor. The selected individual will conduct full
scope audits under close to moderate supervision of Senior Assistant Auditors and
Senior Auditors.
The ideal candidate must possess a BS degree in Accounting or a related field, with a
minimum of 12 credits in business subjects, 6 of which shall be in Accounting. Work
experience in an accounting/finance environment is a plus. Must possess strong PC
skills, excellent analytical abilities and strong verbal and written communication skills.
Travel throughout New Jersey will be required.
Interested candidates should send a resume, including salary history, to: Summit Bank,
Human Resources, Dept. JE/1A, 301 Carnegie Center, Princeton, NJ 08543. Fax: (609)
243-9641. E-mail: jeirich@summitbank.com. We will only contact those candidates that
best meet our requirements. For more opportunities, please visit our website at
www.summitbank.com. Summit Bank is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V.
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To save his planet,
an alien must
find a woman
on Earth
to have his baby.

WEDNESDAYS

There’s just
one
problem.

«

THURSDAYS*

LIVI SHOWS!
& s2°° Import Pints

THURSDAY, MAR 2

|11 PM START

Elle Mae • Deny Victoria
• W indfall
THURSDAY, MAR 9

11 PM START

M ike III • G litte r Girl
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•

FRIDAYS •

Special live Shows
11:30 p.m. Sharp

•

$2°° Import Pints till midnight

FRIDAY, MAR 3
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Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go
right off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.
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G irls D eliver Pow erful Perform ance at C ollege V enue
By Kathleen Savino____________________
S ta ff Writer

M

any people think that folk music
isn’t something you dance to.
Obviously these people have
never been to an Indigo Girls concert. The
Indigo Girls gave an energetic acoustic per
formance at Franklin and Marshall College
last Thursday night. The concert was held
as a general admission in the school’s sports
arena. The Indigo Girls often play more in
timate venues such as this, and fans who ar
rive early can find themselves relatively
close to the stage.
Amy Ray and Emily Saliers, who have
performed together since they were in high
school, recently released their seventh fulllength album, Come on Now Social. The duo
opened with the first track from the CD,
“Go,” a song which is a rallying cry for
young people everywhere to become aware
of themselves as activists. It was an appro
priate song for an audience of mostly col
lege students, who sang along vigorously.
Since this performance was part of an acous
tic tour, Saliers and Ray sang unaccompa
nied by their band.
It is incredible that two people singing
with only, guitars and, on occasion banjos
can create such amazing, resonant music.
It’s refreshing, as well, that with all the mu
sic out there having to do more with image
than anything else, the Indigo Girls always
appear so unadorned. They usually perform
in jeans, and for this concert Amy Ray
donned a cowboy hat.
The Indigo Girls performed many songs

unusual to their line-up. Amy Ray did a
passionate solo of “Romeo and Juliet,” a
cover which can be found on Rites o f Pas
sage. Saliers also sang solo, opting for the
last ‘hidden’ track on the newest album. It
is a simple melody, a ballad with political
lyrics like, “doors open wide to straight men
and women but they are not open to
me...there are a few who would be true out
of love but love is hard.” Ray then re-joined
Saliers on stage where they sang “Faye
Tucker,” an anthem written by Ray, decry

ing the death penalty. Ray’s performance is
so astounding and full of fervor that she can
literally raise the hairs on your neck. Saliers
has a beautiful voice, and the two comple
ment each other perfectly. Ray displayed
her strong vocal skill, and Saliers her guitar
ability, especially in a unique version of
“Chickenman.”
After a long, but unfaltering perfor
mance, the Indigo Girls returned for an en
core with their opening act, Rose Polanzani.
Polanzani, in her own right, is an incredible

COURTESY OF EPIC RECORDS

performer, not to mention a most talented
songwriter. Her lyrics are not simply po
etic, they are poetry. (Polanzani will be
opening for Lucy Kaplansky at Maxwell’s
in Hoboken on March 1). It was a shame
that, during her set, the audience seemed
bored and unresponsive, talking through
most of it. Polanzai sang the song “Or” from
her album Anybody which is a release off
Amy Ray’s record label, Daemon Records.
The three singers sang together with a haunt
ing and gorgeous harmony. This track can
be found on the album with the Indigo Girls
singing backup in the same way. Even
though the Indigo Girls were present on
stage this time, the audience was unwilling
to give Polanzani the attention she deserved.
However, the audience definitely
seemed to be enthused by the Indigo Girls,
and sang along with nearly every song.
When “Closer to Fine” was played, all au
dience members were singing and dancing.
“Galileo,” another popular track from Rites
o f Passage, ended the concert much in the
same way it began. Ray and Saliers seemed
to really appreciate the supportive audience,
and said more than once, “Thanks for lis
tening.”
It seems that, no matter how much of a
following the Indigo Girls have, they always
hold a simple modesty about themselves and
their music. Ray said herself, “No matter
how many people we play for, it’s always
been important to reach each one of them.
That isn’t going to change.” This is fitting
of all their shows and, considering that the
duo has been performing for over a decade,
it will surely never change.

Folk rock you can dance to by A m y Ray a n d E m ily Saliers o f Indigo Girls.

W onder Boys M ay N ot be Wonderful, but it M ight be Worth Seeing
By Kat Lupo
S ta ff Writer

M

ovies with a dead dog in a star
ring role don’t come along every
day. This is one of the few things
that sets Wonder Boys apart from the stack

of serio-comedies that come out each year
and are forgotten the next. With a tendency
towards the conventional and sometimes
trite “coming of age” theme, this film be
comes original in its application of that
theme. The person “coming of age” is
middle aged Grady Tripp (Michael Dou
glas) and his guides along the path to adult

hood are two of his students, the gloomy
James Leer (Tobey Maguire), and the pre
cocious Hannah Green (Katie Holmes).
This is Curtis Hanson’s first film since
LA. Confidential, and it’s hard to go into
the theater without expectations. Would this
be as remarkable a$ his last film or is it back
to the B list and such films as The Hand That

M ichael Douglas is the dead beat teacher, a n d K atie Holmes is the overly flirta tio u s student in Wonder Boys.

Rocks The Cradle? To avoid disappoint
ment, it might be best to go into the film
with an open mind. While Wonder Boys is
not
nearly
as
outstanding
as
L.A.Confidential, Hanson takes a screen
play with a tendency to seem like any other
movie in a direction that keeps the audience
involved. Hanson distracts the audience’s
attention at all the right moments so the
sometimes contrived and always predictable
plot can be surprising.
Fewer surprises await the audience as
the movie progresses. It is obvious that
Grady has a lot to learn right from the be
ginning of the movie. We never find out
much about him beyond his recent past and
present. He is a professor of writing in Pitts
burgh, has written the “great American
novel” several years ago and produced noth
ing since. He is an avid marijuana user, and
his wife left the morning the movie starts.
How he got to this point in his life is not
important, and that he has had several other
failed marriages in his past is alluded to, but
not lingered upon. However, Douglas gives
an excellent performance. Grady could eas
ily have been a one dimensional cardboard
cut-out, but Douglas keeps the character in
teresting and real; he makes the transitions
from ironic comedy to drama smoothly. He
portrays a sympathetic character that, given
a different perspective, could have been
played as a horrible, unsympathetic man.
Sure, he’s an adulterer; he’ll sleep with the
chancellor (Frances McDormand), but at
least he won’t sleep with his student,
Hannah (Katie Holmes).
Despite her many efforts to seduce Pro
fessor Tripp, Hannah remains the “good”
person of the film. Holmes gives an unre
markable performance in this very impor
tant role, but it is obvious that Hannah is
merely a device-a character created simply
See W O N D ER on p. 15
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H ot Water M usic M akes Local Venue Boil

C o n c e r t C a le n d a r

Thursday, March 2

By Kristen Anderson
S ta ff Writer

Cowboy Junkies, Josh Rouse. Irving
Plaza, New York, NY. (212)249-8870
Ballin’ the Jack, Brilliant Coroners, Chris
Dahlgren, Folk Implosion, Jean MichelPlia, Kobi ARad, Lou Barlow, Matt
Dariau, Mo’ Matching Drapes, Stephen
Rand and His Magic Ponies. Knitting
Factory, New York, NY. (212)219-3015

I

f you haven’t heard of the band Hot Wat
er Music, you don’t know what you’re
missing.
Jason Black, bass, Chuck Ragan, guitar
and vocals, George Rebelo, drums, and
Chris Wollard, guitar and vocals, create the
perfect combination of meaningful lyrics
and rhythmic music. Their songs accom
plish a feat not many master in today’s mu
Friday, March 3
sic world by providing a connection with
and inspiration for any one who has ever
Pete Sims. Birdland, New York, NY.
felt an emotion in their life.
(212)749-2228
Though at first the gravel-y, smoked-tooBoyz-n-Girlz, Hoku, LFO, SK8. Irving
much vocals may prove harsh for sensitive
Plaza, New York, NY. (212)249-8870
ears, the music sends your mind and body
Diane Krall, Salzburg Marionettes. New
Jersey Performing Arts Center, Newark, NJ. into melodic heaven.
Hot W ater M usic, hailing out of
8880-GO-NJPAC
Gainseville, Fla., has created a place for
311, Jimmie’s Chicken Shack. Roseland
themselves in the hearts of America’s youth
Ballroom, New York, NY. (212)245-5761
and young adults by doing what they love—
playing music their own way.
It’s nearly impossible to describe the
Saturday. March 4
sound that Hot Water Music creates, how
ever, it can be categorized as a combination
Pete Sims. Birdland, New York, NY.
of emo/hardcore-punk. Yet, the best thing
(212)749-2228
to do to understand the band’s music is to
Bullet, Homo Corps, Miss Guy, Mstress
experience
it for yourself.
Formica, Moreplay, Paxton, Russ Turk,
Having
completed a tour this past fall
Velvet Mafia. CBGB’s, New York, NY.
with
Sick
of
it All and AFI, Hot Water Mu
(212)982-4052
sic
is
again
on
the road. Perhaps you were
22 Jacks, Lit. Irving Plaza, New York, NY.
able
to
see
the
band last Thursday, when
(212)249-8870
they played a sold out show at Maxwell’s
in Hoboken with emo-punk New Jersey na
tives
Saves the Day.
Sunday. March 5
Saves the Day performed as best as can
be expected due to the fact that its lead
Homo Corps. CBGB’s, New York, NY.
singer, Chris, was under the influence of
(212)982-4052
cold medication and barely able to keep his
Itzhak Perlman, Salzburg Marionettes.
eyes
open as he fought impending,delirium.
New Jersey Performing Arts Center,
This didn’t matter to their fans though, who
Newark, NJ. 8880-GO-NJPAC
still flocked the stage, singing along with
Agent Orange, Catch 22, Turbo Acs.
and dancing during their set. They will be
Wetlands Preserve, New York, NY.
performing next Friday, March 10, with

H 20 at the Birch Hill in Old Bridge.
The energy these four guys from Hot
Water Music exert during a show is amaz
ing! The mosh pit rages, fists rise in unison
and the entire crowd screams along to the
lyrics, uniting observer with performer in a
way not many bands can accomplish. You
don’t watch Hot Water Music play, you ex
perience them, and become a part of them.
They don’t separate themselves fromtheir fans but reach out to them, invite them
in. And no matter what, they will not dis
appoint.
For example, last summer the band was
scheduled to play at the Melody Bar in New
Brunswick when the building caught on fire,
but the show wasn’t stopped, it was simply
moved to another location. Where?? It was
moved to a nearby basement—something

they still aren’t above doing. These guys
love to play music and it doesn’t matter
where they play as long as everyone is hav
ing fun.
Their most recent full length CD and
first for Some Records, No Division, speaks
of individualism and provides therapy for
impending breakdowns—letting you know
you aren’t alone. It reminds you that you
need to find freedom within yourself before
you can look elsewhere.
As their song “It’s Hard to Know” states:
“But if you live by your heart and value the
love that you find then you have all you need
to run.Jive your heart and never follow!”
If you were not able to see them per
form last week, Hot Water Music will be
part of the Vans Warped Tour line-up this
summer.

Do it fo r so m eo n e you love
Coaching a major league team is a full-time job
and so is my responsibility to my family. That’s
why I eat plenty of healthy foods like veggie
burgers, spinach and bean burritos, and
vegetable lasagna. The more vegetarian meals
you include in your routine, the better. So play
it safe for your team.

Tony LaRussa
Manager of the St. Louis Cardinals
cc

T o n ig h t, m a k e i t v e g e ta r ia n

I

For more information, contact:
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
5100 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 404
Washington, DC 20016
(202) 686-2210, ext. 300 • www.pcrm.org
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Monday, March 6
Halley DeVestern, Karen Rush, LeahCarla Gardone, Stefanie Fix, Susan
MacLean, Wishing Chair. CBGB's Gallery,
New York, NY. (212)677-0455

UNIVERSITY
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Tuesday, March 7
Allison Tartalia, Andrea May Baum,
Antigone Rising, Spring. CBGB's
Gallery, New York, NY. (212)677-0455

Wednesday. March 8
PCP Highway. Don Hill’s, New York, NY.
(212)334-1390
Mindless Self Indulgence. Limelight, New
York, NY. (212)969-8957

S U M M E R S E S S IO N 2000
Earn u p to 15 credits this summer.
Three sum m er sessio n s, in clu d in g a special early three-w eek
m in i-session , offering undergraduate and graduate courses. E vening
and daytim e classs available to com p lem en t your sum m er schedule.

May 10 - May 26 • May 30 - June 29
July 10 - August 10
M o re th a n 200 G en era l E d u ca tio n a n d C ore C u rr ic u lu m C o u r s e s in c lu d in g :

OOovie Releases
Friday, March 3
What Planet Are You From?, Dir: Mike
Nichols. Garry Shandling, Annette Bening,
John Goodman, Greg Kinnear, Ben
Kingsley, Janeane Garafalo
Drowning Mona, Dir: Nick Gomez. Danny
Devito, Bette Midler, Neve Campbell, Jamie
Lee Curtis, Casey Affleck

tb c u tR e p e n fO K n u m c e s
Schoolhouse Rock LIVE!, at Studio
Playhouse, Upper Montclair, NJ, (973)6555112. Opening Saturday, March 4 running
Sat. and Sun. at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
until Sunday, March 12.

O T T h eo ry a n d Practice
In tro d u ctio n to A u d io lo g y
M u se u m s o f Paris
B u sin e ss an d S o c ie ty
M a n a g em en t an d O rg a n iza tio n s
B roadcast P ro gram m in g
In tro d u ctio n to M u ltim e d ia
G en d e r an d E th n icity
E d u cation al P s y c h o lo g y

M icr o co m p u tin g I/II
A m erica n H isto ry
B u s in e s s E thics
In tro d u ctio n to A str o n o m y
In tro d u ctio n to P o litic a l S cie n c e
A d o le s c e n t P sy c h o lo g y
S p ort P sy c h o lo g y
In tro d u ctio n to th e B ib le
C o n tem p orary M oral Issu e s

For more information on
Summer Session course offerings call (973) 761-7389.
or visit our Web site at www.shu.edu

,

High school and visiting students are welcome.
400 S ou th O range A v en u e, S o u th O range, N e w Jersey 07079
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Sizemonauts Makes its D ebut at M ontclair State University
By Lorenda Knisel
Assistant Copy-Editor

nother great
show went on
in the Ratt on
Feb. 15 with very poor
attendance.
The
S izem onauts, a re 
cently formed funky
rock band, which in
cludes John Oakes from the John Oakes

Band singing and on drums, played their
first gig to a group of about 10 people.
Most bands would not play their hearts
out for an audience that small, yet The
Sizemonauts did. When the show started,
Robert Oakes, singer and bass player, as well
as John’s brother, introduced the band . He
said, “We’re The Sizemonauts. We play with
heart and soul.” Robert, who was clad in all
black and looked like an artsy hipster from
the 80s, said this with tongue planted only
partially in cheek. John also jokingly said,
“There’ll be no crowd surfing, no stage div

COURTESY OF PRIME RIB PRODUCTIONS

John Oakes practices the drum s in order to keep the beat alive in his band The

Sizemonauts.

ing.” It would have been a small mosh pit “Mr. Tofu,” which John said was appropri
if there were.
ate to the show because he wrote it in the
The band opened with a super funky apartment of a girl he was dating from Mont
cover of Jimi Hendrix’s “Manic Depres clair. Someone in the audience called out
sion.” The neo-hippie guitarist, Jason for them to play the “Woo Woo song,”
Loughlin, interspersed the funk with some which is really called “The Train Song.”
“finger tapping” and heavy metal-style play John then said, “L et’s do this William
ing.
Shatner style.” John raised his fist in the air
The next song was a cover of The and yelled “Woo!” looking like Beavis or
Butthead. The band then
P o l i c e ’ s
“Synchronicity.” Rob____________
played the “jammy” song
ert showed off his bass
inter-cut with John calling
slapping technique as
for the audience to give
“ H is s ta g e p re se n ce
well as his unique vo
him a “Woo Woo!” The
w as m ix e d w ith th e
cal style, which was
one lyric which was re
ironic for the song. It
peated throughout the
c o o l c o n triv e d
was equally imbued
whole song was “Hop on
aw k w ard n ess o f an
with influence from the
the train I’m leaving
blues as well as from
here.” The band finally
8 0 s n e w -w a v e r, h e a d
hard rock bands such as
toned the song down to a
b a n g in g , a n d su b tle
Queensryche. His stage
soft percussive style
M ic k Ja g g e r-e s q u e
while someone in the au
presence was mixed
dience spontaneously
with the cool contrived
g estu res.
played along with a cow
awkwardness of an 80s
new-waver, head bang
bell and another with an
African drum. John con
ing, and subtle Mick --------------------Jagger-esque gestures.
tinued reciting the lyric in
a mock-beatnik poetry
The band played
many more covers. The songs which were style and went nuts on his drums and at
funk tunes were played in a heavy metal tacked them standing up.
style and many rock tunes were played
For over an hour, The Sizemonauts
funky. Some of these songs include Lenny played great music with a lot of laid back
Kravitz’s “Are You Gonna Go My Way?,” good humor. They were truly enthusiastic
Phish’s “Down With D isease,” Living about playing despite how few people were
C o lo r’s “Cult o f P ersonality,” David there. Whether there was a Senate party or
Bowie’s “We Could Be Heroes” and the not, more MSU students should have been
mock-rock band Spinal Tap’s “Big Bottom.” there to support the band. They will be play
In between some songs they would just im ing at MSU’s Fan Fan festival in May. To
get in contact with them, e-mail them at
provise in a funky jam.
They also played original songs such as rootzdown 1@aol .com.

The Best Fever on Broadway

W o n d er
Continued from p. 13
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By Nichole Farella
S ta ff Writer

7¿>/> Ten of the 'Week
1. A to m ic F ire B alls
M an w ith the H ex
2. M o rp h in e
The N ight
3. T h r e e to T a n g o
M ovie Soundtrack
4. B lu e P la te S p ecials
A N ight O u t W ith...
5. B la s t f r o m th e P a s t
M ovie Soundtrack
6. B la c k 4 7
Green Suede Shoes
.''d b v
7. B e n H a rp e r

Burn to Shine
8. M r. B u n g le
California
9. P rim u s
Antipop
/ t t B a d R e lig io n

A ll Ages

'Kristen ^Knberson
JAAonlay 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

or those o f you who are too
young to have exp eri
enced the 70s, or those
just feeling nostalgic for the
era o f polyester and
bellbottoms, Saturday Night
Fever is the musical for you.
The play, based on the
1977 m ovie starring John
Travolta, has had a successful
run at The Minskoff Theater
since Oct. 1999. It is set in
1970’s New York and follows
the story of dancer Tony Manero
and his struggle for fame.
Manero, the lead, is played by
James Carpinello. Carpinello
struggles with both his Travoltalike accent and dance moves. Al
though he resembles a young
Travolta, many of his lines
get m uffled in his a t
tempts to mimic the star.
He gets lost trying to
live up to the legacy of
Travolta. Although
the play revolves
around dancing, this
does not seem to be
Carpinello’s forte.
Those
who
saw the original
movie may dis
like the pareddown
plot,
which
was
done to incor

F

porate a barrage of songs made famous by
the Bee Gees. Some of these hits include
“Disco Inferno” and “Night Fever.” The cast
is full of superior voices, none more so than
Orfeh, the actress who plays Annette, the
girl unwanted by Manero. Orfeh shines in
her solo moment, singing “If I Can’t Have
You.”
Dancing is what keeps the musical in
teresting and alive. Paige Price, who plays
Stephanie Mangano, the female lead, is
a strong dancer, although when
paired with Carpinello, she is
unable to shine.
All in all, Saturday Night
Fever is a solid musical. A
stronger lead and perhaps
the replacement of
one or two songs
could make it a
great musical.
Those
who
lived through the
era will love the
fact that they can relive their youth
fromtheir set in the the
ater, while those who
missed it may want to
rent the movie.
Saturday Night
Fever appears at The
Minskoff Theater,
200 West 45th
Street in New
York. Tickets
are available
t h r o u g h
Ticketmaster
at (212)3074100.

It’s about a writer...

”

for the sake of showing Grady’s depth and
ability to grow. Her other purpose in the
film is to portray the other kind of studen:,
not the intense, brilliant, dark writer, but the
upbeat, talented girl who works hard and
gets what she deserves, much like her char
acter on Dawson’s Creek.
James, however, brilliantly played by
Tobey Maguire, is anything but a simple
character. While also an obvious device
created simply for the growth of Grady and
to contrast Hannah’s goodness, Maguire is
convincing in his attempt to give James as
much humanity as possible. A liar, thief,
and dog-killer, James is the dark side, the
kid Professor Grady thinks needs help and
guidance. However, with the help of
Grady’s editor, Terry Crabtree, played by
Robert Downey Jr., James helps his teacher
learn about the good things in life.
Crabtree’s role in the film is a small but
important one. The editor, the best friend,
and the sexually immoral one who leads
Grady to make the “right” decision about
whether to choose between his girlfriend or
his wife in the end. Downey didn’t have
much to do in this role and he didn’t do too
much with it. He was convincing and amus
ing, but didn’t give any sign that his char
acter had any true depths. Maybe Crabtree
doesn’t have any depths, maybe he is what
seems and nothing more.
Wonder Boys is a good movie, despite
its tendency towards the conventional. It
delivers a lot of laughs, and gives a new spin
on an old scenario. It’s definitely worth
viewing, but it might be best to wait for it to
come out on video.
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The Voice of
Montclair State1
Last week, we askedyou:
Do you feel M SU is doing a good
job providing new technwogy for
its students?

You told us:
“The majority o f commuter students are completely
oblivious to the resources and faculties o f the school.”

Erin Roelllce, Freshman/undeclared
“H ow can you have 75 students for one computer? It just
doesn’t make sense.”
Pooja Sadhwani, Freshman/Political Science

“I was using a MAC and it froze up. The computers here
are simply too old.”
V ito Havrilla, Freshman/Linguistics

“Around exam time, you can never get a computer because
everyone is trying to complete their assignment at the same
time.”
Karen Aliche, Junior/Biology

Are MSU Offerings Enough or
Too Little, Too Late?

“As part o f tuition, they’re not really giving us anything.
We’re paying for it. They’re not even giving us the
opportunity to choose if we want it or not.”
Kelley Hayes, Sophomore/English

* Let your voice be heard!
Call 655-7616 or e-mail
M S U o p ln io n s @ h o tm a il. c o m

to respond.

Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043

E-m ail: montclarion@hotmail.com
Phonr. (973 ) 653-5169 Fax-. (973 ) 655-7804
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C opy • Alison C lark, Erika I llyes, Lorenda Knisel

How can we be sure that we are living in a place where we can feel safe about our
environment? How do we know that the powers that be at MSU are on our side?
The residents at Blanton Hall received answers to those questions on Monday,
facing what many of us have only heard about. In the wake of the Seton Hall fire,
MSU officials almost seemed to be reluctant to admit any mistake made in Monday’s
mishap. The Blanton residents were almost literally flooded from their campus
homes and forced to seek alternate housing for the remainder of the week.
What has MSU done to aid this effort? As of Tuesday afternoon, the Office of
Residence Life had relocated 32 students to other residence halls, or only 5 percent
of Blanton’s student population. 5 percent. That means the other 95 percent, or 607
students, were still without verified residences. Whether they had found off-campus housing or roomed with friends on-campus is unknown, but can we consider the
efforts put forth by Residence Life to find alternate housing for those students to be
sufficient?
No.
What other relief efforts have been attempted? According to a letter addressed to
all “members of the campus community,” expanded meal hours and services, ex
panded computer lab hours in Russ and the Student Center, and room refunds are
among things available to those people affected in Monday’s inconvenience. But
what can the university expect to accomplish by offering such things to people who
lived in a building where the administration knew things weren’t up to speed? Is
this their way of saying “We would have fixed the pipes sooner, but we couldn’t
afford it. Here’s something for your troubles” as they hold out a coin-filled hand?
Next thing is to question the source of the repair fund, if the Ruggelin Bros.
Company is not found liable. An estimated $50,000 will be needed to correct the
errors that caused the problems, as well as other affected systems. Where is this
money going to come from? Add in the proposed room refund, and you could be
looking at another $100,000 added to the tab. Chances are, next year your tuition
will rise and you’ll end up paying for mistakes that were made by the administra
tion, not yourself.
We all need to take a good look around at our living accommodations and decide
if we feel safe living here. Heating problems, flooding, and fires have almost be
come our next door neighbors in an environment where community and peace of
mind are preached, but definitely not practiced.

Question of the Week:

A d v e r t is in g D i r e c t o r • K e v in S c h u c o e b e l
O f f ic e o f A d v e r t is in g :

(973) 655-5237

F a c u l t y A d v is e r • P r o f e s s o r R o n H o l l a n d e r
Th** adviser neither prereads nor regulates the contents of The MonttUritm,
for which its editors arc totally responsible.
The Momcbirien

i claw one organization o f the Student Government

£ A a o d a tjo n . In c. o f M ontclair State U m w o jty:

W hat do you think should be included in MSU s compensation efforts
for the Blanton Hall residents?
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A Failure To Represent and Serve The Student Body:
Board of Trustees Student Alternate NedT. Gross
hopes that students had
Clarion, I^ICU V J I U &5 W IU I C a i & a u i i i u i u a i
to how compassionate the administra
tion is and how much they care for the well
being of MSU students. While this might
be true, it was not at the core of Gross’ let
ter. Ned Gross was out to insult the SGA.
“If it is anyone who does not care, it is
our own SGA leaders,” wrote Gross, stat
ing that the SGA has yet to send anyone to
meetings on the parking crisis. “Instead of
the constant groveling about cars being
towed,” he continued, “we need to look at
the bigger picture.”
Taking a step back, however, it becomes
abundantly clear what the bigger picture
reveals: Ned Gross is part of the problem,
not the solution.
Gross was elected as BOT Student Al
ternate in April, and will become a voting
member of the BOT after Lauren Jacoby
steps down from her position at the end of
this semester. While, prior to being elected,
Gross seemed to be a promising voice to
herald student concerns, this year he has
turned into just another administrator who
doesn’t seem to care, another title telling
students that everything is fine.
This column is a call for reform. Gross
once showed a great deal of promise as a
student representative, but he now seems
more concerned with talking about problems
than actually guiding anyone toward repair
ing or addressing them. Instead of working
with students, he questions their motives.
Instead of supporting the SGA (of which he,
himself, is a member), he attacks them.
This must end now.
In a column that appeared in The Montclarion shortly after he was elected, Gross
was full of fire and conviction. “[I] will not
only listen to what you have to say,” he
wrote, “but ... your concerns will be ad
dressed aggressively at the highest level of
the administration.” Gross and Jacoby set
up an office where students could go to
speak with their BOT representatives, es
tablished an e-mail account, and claimed
that they would submit a monthly column/
report to The Montclarion. There were high
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charterment process was extended.
After an article anneared in The Mont-

appear.
The SGA continues to work with stu-

»

individuals to represent
them on the Board.
It’s almost a year
later, however, and the
only thing that has come
of Gross’ tenure seems
to be a string of broken
prom ises and half
hearted attem pts at
pushing student con
cerns to the forefront.
In September, while students spoke out
against the lot 28 policy, Gross’ second (and,
ultimately, final) column appeared. In it,
he played the role of an uncaring adminis
trator perfectly, stating that the new park
ing policy was not his fault or his decision.
While he claimed that the administration still
needed to be held accountable, his most
encouraging words to students were that
they should use the “buddy system” when
walking around campus at night. It seemed
to be a new defining moment: Gross being
more driven to maintain complacency than
to get his hands dirty in what was quickly
turning into a heated debate.
A few months down the line, he has gone
from asking students to give the new park
ing policy a chance to telling the SGA that
they aren’t doing enough to fight it.
As if the parking mess wasn’t enough,
he recently tossed in his two cents about the
chartering of a local chapter of the NAACP.
Some background: In 1996, there was a
push to start a campus chapter of the
NAACP, and, under the leadership of SGA
President Karen Cardell and the assistance
of President Pro Tempore John Griffin, they
were chartered as a Class Three organiza
tion. The chapter fell out of sight for a while,
and the recharterment process began again
this year. The problem? The NAACP
charges its local members fees (much like
dues required by national Greek organiza
tions) and this forbids them from being a
Class Three. After a series of debates on a
revision of parts of the national constitution,
an SGA vote was postponed and the

clarion. Gross came running to join the dents fighting to get a local NAACP char
fight.
tered . I think that it’s a great idea and the
At a recent SGA meeting, Gross claimed SGA should dedicate much of its energy to
that the NAACP had a charter at MSU since ensuring that a chapter is started by the
the m id-1950’s, a notion refuted by semester’s end. Will a chapter be formed?
Montclair NAACP President and Associate It looks promising.
Dean of Students James Harris. When
In the same edition that Gross blasts the
Karen Cardell, since returned to the SGA SGA for being ineffectual, SGA President
as a Legislator, asked Gross where he found Pro Tempore Rob Blauvelt wrote a letter
his information regarding their tenure, Gross publicly thanking the NAACP for working
refused to answer and exited stage left, with the SGA through all of the technicali
claiming to be late for a bus.
ties, calling them “an efficient and benefi
Behind the scenes, Gross claimed that cial organization.” These are not the words
members of the SGA Executive Board were of a student leader who couldn’t seem to
racists and part of a plan to shut down the care less about those he was elected to rep
local chapter of the
resent.
NAACP. He her
Those words seem
alded the leadership
to
belong
to none other
“This column is a call
of SGA President
than Ned Gross.
for reform ... Instead of
Anton
W heeler,
A very intelligent
though it was Cardell
man
spoke his piece in
working with students,
who was president
The Montclarion last
[Gross] questions their
when they were ini
year, writing, “Educa
tially chartered. In
tion is a ‘we’ affair and
motives. Instead of
the name of creating
together, we can make
supporting the SGA (of
the image of a racist
a difference.” That
conspiracy. Gross dis
man was Ned Gross.
which he, himself, is a
regarded the facts.
Over the last se
A week later, his
mester, though, he has
member) he attacks
published attack on
seem ed to work to
them.
a a
the SGA was just an
gether with no-one and
other in a string of -------------------------------much of the promise
actions that d o n ’t
that he brought to his
make a lot of sense. Though he, himself, is position evaporates every time he begins
a member of the SGA Cabinet, Gross found pointing fingers or turning a somewhat-deaf
it easier to attack his peers and attempt to ear on those who elected him as their repre
discredit the SGA than to actually work to sentative.
ward remedying the problem.
I feel that I speak for most of my peers
It’s a sad truth but often, in the name of when I say that we don’t need representa
progress, we sometimes have to put up with tives on the Board of Trustees who shout
uncomfortable situations. The Board of and holler and rock the boat just because
Trustees continues to seek bids for a park they like to hear themselves talk. We need
ing garage while the administration turns a individuals who care about students and who
somewhat deaf ear to students enraged over will listen to students and learn.
the lot 28 policy. Will the parking garage
ever materialize? Sure. My father, an alum
nus who graduated from MSC in 1972, also Justin Vellucci is a Junior English major
was told that he’d see the magical garage and Editor-In-Chief o f The Montclarion.
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Justice N ot Served for Amadou Diallo in Recent Jury Decision
On Feb. 4, 2000, Amadou Diallo was
fired at 41 times by four undercover police
officers. Of those shots, 19 of them pen
etrated Diallo. A year later, on Feb. 25, the
four officers were found not guilty on all
charges by 12 jurors.
On a routine search for a rapist, offic
ers confronted Diallo in front of his apart
ment building. Diallo reached into his
pocket, and it was assumed he was reach
ing for a gun, at least that’s what the cops
defense testimony was. There was no rea
son Diallo had to die. There should have
been no reason why 41 shots had to be fired,

but due to reckless thinking, a lack of intel
ligence, and a careless disregard for another
human being, an innocent man had to pay
the price.
Even if Diallo had a gun and aimed it
at the officers, he may have been lucky to
fire one or two shots before the officers re
acted. If he had pulled out a weapon, he
certainly would not have had time to shoot
four armed officers, without being fired
upon first. Even if they feared for their lives,
41 shots would not be needed in order to
subdue one man.
Did any of the officers ever think that

The Montclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters m ust be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding
500 words will n o t be considered for publication. • O nce received, letters are property o f The
Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless
they include the author’s name, major, social security num ber and phone num ber or
. e-mail address. • O nly one letter by an author will be printed each m onth. •
Submission deadline: Monday. 10 p.m . • Letters may be subm itted through e-mail to
M SU opinions@ hotm ail.com or sent to:
The Montclarion - A ttn: O p in io n Page Editor, M ontclair State U niversity
113 S tudent C en ter A nnex, U pper M ontclair, N J 07043.

maybe a few shots would have been suffi
cient to hurt Diallo if they felt their lives
were in jeopardy?
However, all the blame can’t be placed
on the four officers. The rest of the blame
must be placed on the 12 jurors who acquit
ted the accused of the charges, and failed to
avenge Diallo’s death. Regardless of the
fact that the jury was racially mixed, the
right verdict was not awarded.
It’s a mystery just to think and figure
out how four men, clearly guilty of murder,
could have gotten off so easily. Is it pos
sible the jury was paid off? If the justice
system can’t be trusted to make an honest
and fair decision, who can be trusted?
Certainly not the trigger-happy NYPD
who are supposed to be out protecting and
saving lives, not taking them away. Does
this verdict now give cops every right to fire
at will whenever they think their lives are
in danger? Did the jury think about what
affect their decision would have in the fu

ture, especially if a similar situation occurs
again?
Is it also possible that Diallo was a vic
tim of racial profiling? Just because he was
a Black man walking the streets at night
doesn’t mean he is packing a gun. The cops
had already pinned Diallo as guilty. Why
does it always come down to black on white,
with the minority almost always on the los
ing side. What if the roles had been re
versed?
While the four officers may have had a
fair trial, it does not change the fact that they
brutally killed an unarmed man. Any de
cent human being could have seen that the
officers had no right to fire on Diallo, but
obviously the jury did not think so. These
men are cold-hearted killers and should feel
lucky to live the rest of their lives as free
men.
Jason Kaplan
Unlisted
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Hacking Your Personal Privacy:
Understand What May be Happening to You
ost likely you are intrigued by the
title of this article, but at the same
time you are wondering what
place such a column has in the Opinion sec
tion. Well I’ll tell you: I ’m pissed off. But

M

interact, and how we
do business, blah blah
blah. But the most in
triguing aspect of the
Internet and computers

an sci luusuess asiae, tne idea ot "hacking”
has become very popular as a rebellious and
anarchistic “thing” to do in modern society.
Now those of you who are real hackers are
probably pretty annoyed by that statement
of fact: you spent many years learning on
your own how to do just about everything
with your computer, and generally speak
ing, haven’t made this effort just to rain fire
and anarchy via the World Wide Web.
However, in modern society, one’s
knowledge base concerning how topperate
a computer is becoming more and more
critical. This ranges from simple word pro
cessing (typing a term paper) to employment
using information systems. It is those very
information system economies that are
booming financially, and showcasing an
enormous amount of information-gathering
services that anyone with the right knowl
edge can access rather easily. Clearly the
Internet is changing our society, the way we

is that a user with just
the right amount of
knowledge can ma
nipulate information
William P.
and software in ways
that were not originally
intended.
It is this aspect that has led to hacking.
Hacking is generally described by actual
hackers as the art of finding holes in infor
mation and security systems and then either
fixing them or exploiting them. It is at this
point that a fine line is sometimes drawn
between hackers and “crackers”: hackers
don’t exploit, crackers do (a concept largely
ignored by the media).
While hacking is greatly beneficial in the
creation of better information systems, it has
a rather nasty side effect. Available to just
about anyone on the internet with any sort
of intentions are programs written by more
“elite” hackers that automatically exploit
weaknesses in computers
without any real work from
the user. In order to take
over the average person’s
computer while it is con
nected to the Internet I may
simply download free soft
ware that will allow me to
do so. One such program is
called Netbus. All I do is tell
it what computer to infect.
The program then places on
my victim’s computer what
is called an RAT (Remote
A dm inistration Trojan),
which allows me - without

the victim ever being alerted - to do what I
will with his or her computer.
The result of the proliferation of such
programs (which is really impossible to
prevent) is that DeoDle with little, knnw l-

GRAY

Residence Life N ot H olding Up Their
Part o f the Bargain
Dear fellow students of MSU,
I am writing you to inform you of my
recent decision to withdraw from MSU at
the end of the spring 2000 semester. While
MSU offers an affordable and comprehen
sive education, it’s strong lack of campus
life activities, and poor residence facilities
lead me to want a little more from my col
lege education. I have visited numerous
other state schools, and I found an atmo
sphere that is very different from our own
here on campus. I came here with high
hopes for a positive experience in all aspects,
and even though my brother warned me that
this was a “suitcase school,” I still wanted
to attend. I must say how very disappointed
I am. I had the opportunity to live in Blanton
Hall for the Fall 1999 semester and for a
building that was built such a short time ago,
it was in very poor condition. There were
numerous days that we were without heat,
plumbing, or other amenities associated with
healthy living. When complaints or sugges
tions were made it seemed as if no one lis
tened. That is not the way it should be.
Friends of mine that are current students at
other schools tell me how much different
their schools are. In order to grow, MSU
must develop a better atmosphere for resi
dent students. People should want to live
on campus and want to stay on the week
ends.

My other major complaint as I prepare
to leave is the poor treatment I received from
the Department of Residence Life with re
gards to an unfortunate experience I was
involved with earlier this term. While I
don’t feel comfortable getting into detail, I
will say that while I admitted wrong-doing,
I was treated very unfairly. The punishment
I received did not fit the crime and several
other students and faculty share that view
with me. I tried to discuss this in detail with
the Director of Residence Life, Dr. Melinda
O’Brien, but she was rude, unprofessional,
and seemed to downgrade me. (From what
I hear, this is not the first time she has re
acted this way to a student). Up until this
point, I was very pleased with the Residence
Life staff and was proud of the fact that I
worked as a Desk Assistant for them.
In conclusion, as I leave, I wish to urge
all of you to speak up for what you feel is
right. Don’t let anyone walk all over you!
You are the ones paying to be here and you
deserve something to look back on with fond
memories. I wish each and every one of
you my very best in the future. For all of
you that I had the chance to get to know,
thank you and I will miss you.
Ryan B. Smith
English

least one I know of has had his computer
damaged to where it would no longer start
up, and every other computer on the Resnet
is a possible host for an RAT. The RAT then
allows the T.amer to rarrv out hi« Hinholioot

edge of computer systems have the ability “hacking” schemes without you ever know
to disable most of the computers connected ing he was there.
If our society is to effectively deal with
to the Internet, and as we saw two weeks
ago, can severely hinder the ability of com the problem of Lamers or other more ad
panies to conduct business over the vanced computer anarchists, then we will
Internet. And what, I hear you asking, do need to know more. The average user ought
we call such feeble-minded, unethical idi to take the time to download some of the
ots? Some prefer “Script Kiddies,” but I many free security programs available on
the Internet to at least find out
enjoy the popular
whether or not they are infected
term “Lamers.”
with
an RAT. As a society, we need
Most of you “If our society is to
to
collectively
frown upon such
on-campus resi
effectively
deal
w
ith
actions
that
will
only
serve to dam
dents are familiar
age
our
society,
like
destroying
in
with
M SU ’s the problems o f
formation
systems.
It
is
the
threat
Resnet: the net
of Lamers, and the attacks against
work that con Lamers ... then we
the e-business world that is driv
nects residents’ w ill need to know
ing the President, the FBI, and the
com puters
to
more.
Attorney General to hound Con
each other and
gress for “cyber crime prevention
the
Internet.
funding," and so-called Internet
H ow ever, I’m
willing to bet most of you haven’t consid Police forces. While we ought to protect our
ered what an easy target your computer has nation’s info systems from foreign attack,
become. Our friends, the Lamers, scan for on-line police forces present a dangerous
university grids, looking for computers to prospect for our society, threatening privacy
exploit. They know that most of us don’t and freedom of speech. To protect ourselves
know how to prevent them from attacking, from the lamest (yet still potent) of threats,
or to even realize it is happening. Univer we need only to familiarize ourselves with
sity grid computers at Stanford University, basic computer protection software. The
to point out just one school, are suspected world of business might do well to look into
of launching part of the recent attacks protecting itself as well, rather than crying
against e-business giants. The computers like children for government protection.
Don’t be lame. Learn something.
were infected with RATs and then told what
to do remotely. My computer is now infected
with five RATs and I’m about to delete ev
William P. Gray is a Freshman Com
erything on it to get rid of them (a messy puter Science Major. This is his first year
process). A number of other residents on as an editorial columnist fo r The Montcampus have caught Lamers in the act, at clarion.

Pointing out the Faults in
Adm inistrative Technology Plans
It may seem unreasonable to have to wait
an hour for a computer to type a term paper.
What if you are a computer science major
and the entire curriculum is based on the
computer?
First it is reported that Dickson will be
getting new com puters and then that
Richardson will get them first. What is not
being said is that these new computers will
be used mostly for non-major computer
classes, word processing and e-mail.
The lab intended specifically for com
puter science students uses Sun
UltraSPARC’s running the UNIX operating
system, but the lab has fewer than 10 of
them. Majors have been told that new ma
chines have arrived for this lab, but that the
money has not been allocated to set them
up.
Why are we spending money on new
machines when we can’t even afford to use
the ones we already have? Of course this
falls right in line with the apparent policy
of the administration: spend as little money
as possible on one of the fastest growing
majors in collegiate education, Computer
Science.
The new machines for Dickson and

Richardson are reportedly costing $2000. If
these machines are primarily for word pro
cessing and email, especially in Dickson, the
type of expense is unnecessary. These ma
chines should have Intel Celeron processors
with no more than 64MB of memory and
8GB of hard drive space. Even with soft
ware and network cards these should not
cost $2000. The administration's plan seems
to be to buy near the top of the technologi
cal curve so they don’t have to buy new
computers as often.
Of course, this entire argument should
be moot. Computer speed doubles every
18 months and yet we have a four-year ro
tation for new computers. This puts us, as
students, substantially behind the curve.
This school would better spend its money
by leasing their machines and upgrading
them more often. This would provide more
current technology to both computer science
majors as well as the rest of the campus.
Glenn McAnally
Computer Science
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Where To Live When You’re
A Montclair Refugee
By Brian Cross
Leader o f the Montclair Refugees

Blanton H all Closed
MSU’s Largest Dormitory Closed Due to Immense Stupidity and
a Stupid Sperm Whale!
Bv Brian Cross
Homeless dope hits the road!

Many Montclair State residents found
themselves put out on the street this past
Monday, when an entire ecological crisis
struck in a matter of a few hours. Consider
a complete economic depression of an en
tire nation happening to a building in a mat
ter of two hours.
Hundreds of students, who pay for hous
ing, fled to all corners of the campus look
ing for a home, a place to rest their weary
heads. All different kinds of rumors are
being whispered across campus. Many stu
dents believe that it was the work of a former
resident who was kicked off campus for im
personating an R.A. He was desperate for
attention once again, but this was dismissed
when we realized that a crime like this would
require intelligence. Let us take some time
to discuss what happened.
It was about 9:20 a.m. when I awoke to
the annoying screeching once again - my
alarm clock. I got up out of bed and crawled
over to turn the damn thing off. So I walked
my way over to my bed, sat my tired butt
down, and all of a sudden I was back in
dream world once again, dreaming of half
naked sorority girls licking rice crispy treats
off one another. Then the damn alarm went
off again. I got up cursing my own stupid
ity, like “Why would I turn that damn thing
back on?” But I suddenly realized that this
time it wasn’t my alarm clock, but the fire
alarm. I looked at my watch and wondered,
“What sort of idiot pulls the fire alarm at 10
am, the retard doesn’t pull it usually until 3
or 4 am.
So I pulled myself from my bed and
began to dress myself. I threw on a T-shirt
and jeans and marched myself outside. By
now 10 minutes had gone by and still the
hallways were full of half-asleep people
lurching to the fire escape. No one was in a
rush because we all knew that the fat kid
who pretended to be an R.A. probably pulled
it again and none of us were happy. So I
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finally get outside and the first bit of sun
light hit me. I waited for a few minutes, got
bored, and marched off to the Student Cen
ter.
I was sitting there wasting countless mo
ments of sleep, when a nameless D.A. from
Blanton came running in screaming and
waving her hands around screaming that
Blanton Hall was flooding and it was being
inhabited by large sea life. Immediately
startled by the news that my home away
from home, was under six feet of water, my
friends and I dashed to the building in order
•o help the chaos along. After sneaking by
the tight security of the R.A.s saying please
stay away, I dashed up the stairs to get the
sky view of what was happening.

What I found was nothing short of total
chaos. As I gazed into a window, my mouth
dropped open. It appeared that the first floor
of Blanton Hall was flooded. Now I really
wouldn’t have cared if it weren’t for the large
Albino Sperm whale, who had declared the
first floor his new home. I went down to
talk to the poor guy, who seemed very lost.
“Hello Mr. Whale!” I said to him. I won
dered if he knew what I was saying, then I
suddenly remembered that biblical story
about the guy being eaten by a whale, but I
reminded myself that it wasn’t true. Then I
remember Pinocchio, and I stepped back.
“Fear me not, man, I am Pokey, the Al
bino Sperm Whale. I seem to have become
lost. Can you direct me to the ocean?” The
large albino whale seemed harmless enough
with his happy whale grin and floppy tail.
“I am sorry Pokey, I am lost myself, I
used to live in this building, but it appears
as if you have made my home the newest
Sea World.” I suddenly noticed that the
happy whale seemed rather sinister. Shud
dering at the thought that Pokey was evil, I
decided to ask him, “Pokey, why are you
really here?”
It was at this time that Pokey, the Albino
Whale, opened his mouth rather wide and
out burst hundreds of evil Gremlins. Those
evil green little bastards were running wild,
Tearing things apart. They began to pounce
around the Atrium, toying with all sorts of
things. Before we knew it they were toying
with the generators.
“Stop it you evil Gremlins, leave that
alone, you will blow Blanton Hall up!” Well
you and I both know about Gremlins, they
love to cause trouble. They like to toy with
things, and make things go BOOM! So be
fore we knew it they had shorted out the
power system and in a matter of seconds
Blanton hall was ablaze.
The Resident Life staff was rather pan
icked over that predicament. Matt Kane
seemed to take the matter into his owns
hands. “Fear not faithful residents! I have
studied the situation, and have determined
a solution! The first floor
is flooded, Am I cor
rect?” And the residents
nodded. “And am I also
correct in assuming that
the 5th floor is on fire?”
And once again the resi
dents nodded. “Isn’t it
true that fire is put out by
water?” And once again
the residents nodded, but
slightly confused this
time. “Well then, faith
ful residents, fear not.
When the flood reaches
the 3rd floor, and the fire
WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
reaches the 3rd floor, our
problem will solve itself!” Now for a few
moments the people of Blanton hall were
relieved - until they put some thought into
this.
The people toiled over the solution for
quite some time, until the fire had gone out
and the floods receded by an act of God.
Now the people of Blanton hall were very,
lost. Many were left homeless and forced to
take to the streets. Others decided to sell
themselves on Webster road, hoping to look
for a few extra bucks to pay for a hotel room
at the local Holiday Inn. Yet, all in all, the
entire situation was solved, and President
Susan Cole slept very comfortably in her bed
and that is all that mattered.

ing peacefully past the sleeping security
guard who offered 24 hours protection to

Many of Montclair’s resi
dents have found themselves
being kicked into the streets.
Blanton Hall was deemed un
fit to be lived in. Even the state
has moved in and said, “HOLY
SMOKES! People live in this
place and it’s a #$@% hole,
Wow, I’ve seen crackhouses
that were in better condition
then this! Hell, I am surprised
that you just don’t blow the
damn thing up.” So we here
at Humor ™ are offering a few
places for you to live in while
you are homeless during the
break. Although not all of
them are practical or even le
gal they will make your home
less days a little more comfort
able.
1. The Student Center.
Many Refugees felt that flee
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
ing to that magnificent build
H
um
our™
E
ditor
Brian
Cross,
diligently
leads the
ing named after them would be
the perfect place to live. With refugees to safety
luxurious couches it has been
a perfect hangout for students during the day, the lousy SGA office and other worthless
why not at night? Unfortunately, the Stu clubs. One resident compared it to the time
dent Center closes at 2 a.m. and the students he spent in prison, with out the being raped
were forced to head underground in to the part.
2.
Bohn Hall Lounges. Many of the lost
Annex, a rather dank corridor whose accom
and
homeless
Montclair residence were
modations were not that much better then
forced
to
reside
in the nicer rooms on camthat of a Turkish prison. Many Students took
their own lives after seeing the rats scurry-

See REFUGEES p.20

B E B Y WT R O L J G E B Y W
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UR P N K R T M I G D B Z X V
P S Q O MK A I G E C A Y WU
s I QP NE BEL J HF ECA
Y X H V R U L S Y H Q MP N M
L K J s H S E A E T C UH F E
S UC T NB S GB UHNZ YX
V c F D UW P O U T G G I R Q
P I O P T LO BRAOA I P M
F o L R A K O T I G G ME L H
RG E D E C u O Y O R T L C
Find the listed words in the diagram . They tun in all directions
forward, backw ard, up. down and diagonally.

Bale
Bolt
Capful
Fifth

Gauge
Gross
League
Light-year

M agnum
P in ch
R ood
S c o re

0 2 0 0 0 King Featu res, Inc.

Tablespoon
Township
Troy ounce
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T h e Horoscope
Never Lies

Refugees
C O N TIN U ED FROM P. 19

Places to Rest Your Homeless Head

(ftb* 2 0 to % 21): 7^ box of
Kellogg’s ii) the back of ¿oiir closet goes
bad, it begii)S to stiok. H e sidcII attaches
itself to ¿oíi, ai)d oi>e b¿ ooe ¿oiir frieijds
begji) to die off, roai) ¿oil stiok!
A S O ( % • 2 2 to T^pr. 19):
soowboardiog accident tiiros profitable wheo
¿oil roll doWi) the rooiiotaii) aod tiiri) ¡uto a
large ball of sdovjl \ oú roll across the
oceao to £g¿pt aod solve the droiigbt problen).
T A u RJJ5 (Tíjpr: 2 0 to % 20): 7\t a
sororit¿ n)ixer ¿ 0(1 becoroe driiok ai)d pass
oiit. H e oext n)ori)ii)g ¿oil Wake (ip to fiod
Rice (rispie H eats stiick io eVer¿ orifice of
¿oiir bod¿. 3oap , tackle, $ p !
GLMHI (1H¿ 21 to Jiii). 21): 'loijr ¿o-¿o
boiioces dowi) or>e to n)ao¿ tiroes aod
breaks, rolliog dowo the street aod ioto a
giittci; ok roao! Toother bites the diist!
C A P C O tú d » * 2 2 to Jill. 22): H e third
siio orbitiog ¿oiir koroe plaoet explodes aod
eoVelops tke solar s¿steios siirroiiodiog it,
tkat kas ootkiog to do witk ¿0(1 kere 00
& rtll, biit it Was 3 cool idea.
L Q ) (Jûl. 2 3 to Tfeg, 22): Toccao ])W)
aod Iigo-0 of tke H M ercats kad tke san)e
Voice, aod 00W ¿oii do too! What? Where
is this koroscope goiog, flow cao I eod it?
Ok ¿eak. kow aboot, YOU H iS ’T

pus. Residence life found a
choose this spot. There is a cooler they are. And that means so much
place to house the students
place to wash yourself and extra room on the bottom to store sandals,
“O h m y G od,
who lived just too far from
you can easily make a nice and homeless hippies.
campus to commute, and
7.
Susan Cole’s house. Since Susan has
blanket from toilet paper
th e d o r m is o n
whose parents were way to
and paper towels. The floor the nicest house in the area, she is happy to
fire, o h m y
lazy to offer them a ride.
is nice and cool, and it’s put up any Blanton Hall resident. Susan
With the majestic view of the
ventilated . Sure, the smell loves to wake up early in the morning and
G od, oh m y
New York Skyline, many
will drive you nutty after a cook you some breakfast and maybe some
G od oh m y
residents felt that it was won
while, but things will only nice eggs. She makes a wonderful host and
derful. Except for the stone
get better. We promise.
can also host some wonderful debates on
G od!
like couches and commu
6.
Bell
Bottoms.
Every
where
all your
money goes. She may not
- Nameless
nity-style bathroom s, al
hippie in America owns a care about those of us paying for a place to
Blanton D.A.
though it wasn’t that bad, as
pair of these. They are the stay, but she will take care of any wanderer.
a matter of fact it was good
type of pants that go from
compared to being stuck in __________
rather slim up top, to large
the Student Center with no
and wide at the bottom.
shower at all. But in reality,
Hippies wore them with
who needs to shower!
their tie-dyed shirts in the 70s. They looked Editors Note: Anyone caught wearing a
3. The Kiosks. Spread across campus liked idiots then, and they still look like it varsity jacket still in college should know that
these hollow shell-like buildings provide the now. The cool thing about bell-bottoms is they are are qualifiedfor a modelingjob, as
perfect shelter for bums and refugees alike. that the larger they are on the bottom the the poster child fo r birth control!
By cracking open a can of Hormel’s chili,
one can make himself quite at home here,
and could even invite a few friends. One
Montclair resident, Joseph Masi spends many
nights by himself enjoying the cold confines
of the Kiosks. Not only will you know a lot
more about campus events, you’ll have
plenty of fuel to add to your fire with all those
pointless rush flyers that have been hanging
up for months now.
4. Cardboard Boxes. Cardboard boxes
have house hundreds of homeless ever since
it’s invention many years ago. Herb, the resi
dent hobo of Upper Montclair, likes to cre
ate a large mansion of boxes, by combining
refrigerator and washing machine boxes. It
provides a spacious layout, and keeps warm
very well, compared to a blanket. Warning
for all the smokers out there, the cardboard
is very flammable and will go up in flames
if you light up a stogie in the middle of the
night. Many drunken former hippies have
died this way. I warn you, although the box
is fun, it’s not they way to go. Be very care
ful.
5. Random Bathrooms. Any bathroom
across campus will provide sufficient hous
ing for anyone that needs a place to stay.
Many homeless people spend hours each day
in bathrooms cleaning up. With plumbing
and a comfy place to sit, who wouldn’t

GBTTlHG BID W tfCEKL
VIRgO (7\(ig.23 to ^ cp - 22): Here aio’t
ootkiog Virgioal aboiit ¿0(1 tkis Week, ¿oii’re
gettiog dowo aod dirt¿, Get read¿ to sio!
2 3 to Oct. 22): Zebras hop
tke feoce at tke local zoo, aod k>de io tke
oeigkborkood. Hii fiod tkero kidiog bekiod a
picket feoce, ¿ 0(1 wio a roillioo dollars!
3 ® R £ [ 0 (Oct. 2 3 to Holt 21): 7\s tke siio
sets, ¿0(1 fl¿ ioto tke sk¿ aod rise to oeW
challenges. H ii’Ve developed siiper powers
aod oow becoroe kooWo as tke (fpef^alatbi!
m r r m (Hov. 2 2 to j k 2 2 ):
Waikiog past §iaotoo hall late for class, a
large pipe biirsts opeo aod ¿0(1 are tkrowo
across caropiis to QoVe Road. It’s kiod of
like oot passiog go io l^Dopol^
C W . W (Dec. 2 3 to Jao. 20):
Walloons rise ioto tke sk¿ aod dowos daoce.
H circos kas coroe to towo, aod ¿0(1 aod
¿oiir rootker are reiioitcd ooce aod for all.
7® y7® llj5 Oao. 21 to Feb. 19): Get soroe
rirbbers for tkis week bccairse ¿0(1 arc
rcad¿ for ooe kdl of ao org¿ Wild sex
aod ri)ooke¿s Wait for ¿oil oVer JJpriog
8rcak!
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ACROSS

56 Ryan's
1 -Kon-Tiki."
“Love
Story"
for one
co-star
S Relay
length
57 Travel
9 Lawyers’
agcy.?
org.
59 Salad
12 Pontificate
veggie
61 Football's
19 Grasso or
Raines
Herber
63 Christine of
19 Preowned
“House
20 Daring
22 European
keeping“
peninsula
< 6 Actor
Brynner
23 “Giselle*
composer
6 7 Penny —
6 9 Seoul man?
24 Sour fruit
70 Grass' “The
25 Cupid
T in — ’
26 Elect
27 Start of a
74 Part 3 ol
remark by
remark
Evan Esar
7 7 Philanthrop
31 “Nightmare"
ist Cornell
street
79 Creche
32 Parly
figure
potable
90 W helan or
33 Likely to
Sorkin
91 Tear
last?
93 Brawl
37 Chemical
compound
94 Made like
41 Gangster's
Mata Hari
9 5 Chicken
gun
43 Kafka
feed
character
90 Doctrine
46 Bother
91 Canine grp.
47 Homer's
92 Cry of
field
regret
49 Pen pals?
94 Part 4 of
50 Govt, notes
remark
9 5 Rocker
52 Duty
53 Part 2 of
Morrison
remark
9 7 — piece
55 Steel
100 Easily
support
digested

D ilb e r t ®
by Scott Adams
AND ON
WEDNESDAY
n_LBE WALKING
AROUND ALL DAY
VW ITH A B INDER.

BOSS VACATION. ]
I DONT NEED TO
PRETEND m
WORKING THAT
DAY.

---------

n
DID YOU DO
ANY ACTION
ITEMS TH IS
lw eek?

I'M NOT
G IV IN G
BACK YOUR
T U IT IO N
\M O N EY .

I GATHERED COSTS >
FOR A STRATEGY
WE HAD ALREADY
DECIDED NOT TO
USE.

\r

TED RESIGNED.
YOUR JOB IS
TO F IN D OUT
WHERE HE HID
H IS FILES.

OUR ONLY
CLUE IS THAT
HE WAS
l DISGRUNTLED. ,

1

r^T —

2

3

4

18
23
27

WHO'S
THE
BABE?

f STAY
/

v

ASOK. IT 'S AGAINST
COMPANY POLICY TO
DATE A SKELETON
YOU FOUND IN A
~ \ CLOSET

^

AWAY,
HOME^WRECKER.

IT 'S JUST AS
WELL; I THINK
I CHIPPED A
(TOOTH.

123 124 125

WE CAN'T MAKE
ENOUGH OF OUR
PRODUCT TO
MEET DEMAND.

OUR NEW STRATEGY
IS TO BE MORE
ARROGANT. WE
HOPE THAT WILL
LOWER DEMAND.

CAN YOU TEACH ME
TO BE ARROGANT?

r\r

a n g

(g rs

129
133

J

102 See 75
Down
103 Skater
Midori
104 — Carlo
1 0 5 been
had!"
106 Like Misier
Ed?
109 Neander
thals
111 Remind
one's
spouse?
113 Part of a
crane
114 End ol
remark
123 Candles
126 Enrages
127 Monthly
expense
129 Vegetate
129 Go to
extremes
130 Wonka’s ’
creator
131 Inland sea
132 Tun
throwaways
133 With
17 Down,
TV chef
134 Comedian
Louis
135 Ruminate
136 New Mexico
resort

DOWN
1 Paper
quantity
2 Filmdom’s
Ray

w
3 Custard of
Castile
4 Docile
5 Brawn
6 Cairo creed
7 Uris or
Trotsky
9 Churchill's
successor
9 Diminish
10 Gasconade
11 Baseball
family
name
12 Important
13 Superior to
14 With
72 Down,
“Spartacus"
actor
15 Exist
16 102, to
Tacitus
17 See
133 Across
21 Thirsty
29 Craving
29 Weasel
relative
30 Uggams or
Caron
34 Mississippi
port
35 Nabokov
novel
36 Deli
delicacy
37 Neuwirth of
“Cheers"
39 Artistic
output
39 Coll, cadets
40 Qatar's
continent

41 Sarcastic
remark
4 2 Santa — ,
CA
4 4 Desert
45 Sphere
49 Novelist
Cather
51 Rural
sight
54 Attempt
5 9 Attention
60 T h a t
hurtsl“
61 Put on
62 M artha of
"Jumbo"
6 4 Coal
by-product
6 5 Claire or
Balin
6 7 Fuzzy
fruit
69 Govern
6 9 Mend, as a
bone
70 Record
players?
71 Caviar
72 See
14 Down
7 3 New York
team
7 5 With
102 Across,
table
accessory
7 6 From
Cork
7 9 Splendor
62 Child wel
fare org.
9 4 Island
outfit

95 Summon
electron
ically
96 Taj town
97 Film —
69 Takes in
99 Add
fringe
92 Position
correctly
93 Actress
Tyler
95 Morrow or
Dana
9 6 — standstill
99 T h e Sage
of Concord*
99 Loman
portrayer
101 Prickly
plant
107 Broad
sash
109 Film critic
Roger
110 — Gras
112 Bridal path?
113 Doctor Salk
115 Pitch in
116 Where to
speak Farsi
117 Metric
weight
119 Neighbor ol
Brazil
119 Lean
120 Concept
121 Toast
topper
122 Stack role
123 Poult's papa
124 Palindromic
name
125 — diem

The montclarion

C l a s s if ie d s
studio in Milburn, New Jersey. Call
(973)467-5500. After 6 p.m. (973)762-

C hild C are W anted
Upper Montclair family looking for
sporatic babysitting for two grade
school girls. Must drive and have
flexible hours to be able to pick girls
up from school and bring to after
school activities, help with homework.
Prior experience a plus. Please call
evenings at (973)783-7169 or leave a
message on (973)783-7595._________
Part-time babysitter. Exp. sitter
needed for 14 month old. 2-4 hours, 23 weekdays. Weekends possible.
Flexible hours. References required.
Child Ed. a plus, in Upper Montclair.
call (973)655-1665.
______________
Wanted: loving, kind, capable
mother’s helper. 3 or 4 afternoons per
week, (flexible) 1-5 or 2-6 p.m. $10.00
per hour. Please call (973)744-1648.

H elp W anted

1001

___________________________

Looking for bright, energetic sales
clerk. Part-time and weekends
available. Call (973)743-0610,
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

*
*
*

For only $10 you can
reach out to the

Looking to make big money, have a
good driving record, and like working
outdoors, we want you. Positions
throughout New Jersey. Our summer
"employees can earn $8,000 to
$10,000 plus. Viking Pest Control, a
leader in the pest management field,
offers paid internships to qualified
students. Management and sales
positions available after graduation.
Call today to start your future. 800618-2874.

13,000 students of
Montclair State
*
*
*
*
*
*

ir
ir
ir
ir
ir
Î
^ P o s itio n s A vailable Im m e d ia te ly *
★
*
for M * 4 S c ie n tist» .
*
A
*
*
#
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
^
Scfco c; o fN o i+ K C e ijtia l New )*rtey *

High-energy entertainment company
is seeking stylish and funky male and
female dancers, singers, and
performers with an outgoing
personality. Call (732)431 -4082.

University. Call

The Montclarion

i

Wanted: waitress/waiter for lunch and
dinner hours. West Caldwell area. Call
(973)576-7388.____________________
Kiddie Academy of Totowa seeks FT
and PT toddler teachers. Please call
(973)785-0417 or fax resume to
(973)785-0418.____________________
If you have some creativity, a
nationally known bridal designer
needs full or part time help in her

Voi. 79 tío. 21
____________ March 2, 2000

* Is cunen«ly looking for student» ««M ark *
* 1-4 hotiw 1 week «aching science cUstcs *
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NEW J E R S E Y NETS
SPORTS CAREER FAIR
TUESDAY; MARCH 28
3:00PM - 5:00PM

C o n tin e n ta l
A irlin es
A re n a

Make a career out of something you're really into...sports! Get all the info on
internships and full-time positions in player personnel, public relations, marketing,

.

v,-,

Student ‘Center lin in g ^/om
9lease 5oin ‘Us for
Saint 9atricks *Day ‘Luncheon »
‘Thursday, Search 16, 2 0 0 0

(l 1:30am - 2:00pm)

sales, broadcasting, finance, ticket office, journalism, advertising,
sports medicine, sports law and more.

Grab your resume and meet the reps from:
The New Jersey Nets
>NBA
• New Jersey Devils
> New York Mets
• New Jersey Cardinals
« New York Islanders
> New Jersey Sports and
Exposition Authority
• ESPN
• WFAN
•

Mountain Creek Ski Resort
Somerset Patriots
Bridgeport Bluefish
Norwich Navigators
Seton Hall University
1World Wrestling Federation
Entertainment, Inc.
’ Connecticut School of
Broadcasting
1 Many others!

Your ticket to the Career Fair also includes admission to
NJ NETS vs. INDIANA PACERS, TIP-OFF 7:30 p.m.

9otato ‘Leek Soup
horned «Beef $ Cabbage
Srish ‘Lamb Stew
^olcannon

TICKET PRICES ARE: $65, $50, $40, $30 and $25. CALL 1-800-7NJ-NETS

S P O R T S C A R E E R F A IR O R D E R F O R M
Name
Address
City
Phone Number
E-mail

State

Soiled 9arsley 9otatoes
Zip

METHOD OF PAYMENT
CH ECK □

M A D E P A Y A B LE T O T H E N EW JE R S E Y N ETS

String Seans
Carrots $ ‘Fennel w/Lem on Sauce

C R E D IT C A R D P A Y M E N T S :

AM EXQ

V IS A Q

M CQ

DISCOVER □

Card #:______________________ Exp.:__________

‘Irish Soda Sread

Date:

Signature:
MAIL ORDERS TO:

N E W J E R S E Y N E T S S P O R T S C A R E E R FA IR

Nets Champion Center • 390 Murray Hill Parkway, East Rutherford, NJ 07073

«Bread 9udding 8« ‘Wild «Blueberry ‘Fool
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The First Row With Fred

By Fred Stolarski III
Sports Columnist

Welcome back to the First Row for this
week’s edition. You should all know by
now, Mick Foley retired this past Sunday
after he lost to “The Game” Triple H. To
night on WWF.com’s “Byte This” Mick
Foley will make his first public speech since
his retirement. Is this the last we’re going
to see of Mick Foley? I highly doubt it!
There is already a lot of buzz on the
internet regarding a possible Foley appear
ance at Wrestlemania 2000, at The Pond in
Anaheim. I’ll get to my theory on Mick’s
future a bit later.
Congratulations to Kurt Angle for his big
victory at No Way Out, and the addition of
the Intercontinental Belt to his collection of
gold, which already includes three Olym
pic medals and the European Championship
Belt. Angle better bask in the glory now,
because he’s going to have his hands full
when Y2J Chris Jeri
cho gets his rematch.
W elcome back
Shane-o-mac! Shane
McMahon’s return to
the WWF has set the
scene
for
Wrestlemania’s main
event, as The Game is
currently scheduled to
defend his H eavy
weight Title against
the number one con
tender, The Big Show
Paul W ight. With
Stephanie on Triple
H’s side, and The Big
Show’s new partner
ship with Shane, this

m eans th e re ’s going to be opposing
McMahon’s in the corners. I wouldn’t be
surprised if we see Vince show up in the
next few weeks to add The Rock into the
main event, making it a triple threat match.
My question is, Who will be the referee
for the match? I’ve heard talk that it may
be Stone Cold Steve Austin, if he’s in good
condition, but I think it will be between two
men. In my opinion, the only real possi
bilities are Mick Foley or The Heart Break
Kid, Shawn Michaels.
Speaking of HBK, his contract with the
World Wrestling Federation will be up later
this year. With Michaels still not anywhere
near 100 percent, and now running his own
newly-formed Texas Wrestling Alliance, I
think the WWF will be looking for a new
commissioner. I wonder if Foley would be
any good at running the Federation. What
do you think?

COURTESY OF WWF.COM

There has been a
lot of talk lately about
CBS being interested
in WWF program 
ming. It seems that
CBS wants to pick up
the Raw is War pro
gram when the USA
N etw ork’s contract
runs out later this
year. They’re also
throw ing in some
benefits, like cover
age of the new XFL,
and advertising for
the WWF program as
well as pay-per-views
on their cable sta
tions. I’ll keep you
updated as informa

tion comes in.

T a n k

Ab b o t t
pul l ed.

Former multiple-time Tag
Champ Billy Gunn looks like
he’ll be out for up to three
months with a torn rotator cuff,
suffered at last w eek’s
Smackdown! tapings. Of
course, this was the reason for
the DX angle on Raw where
they beat Gunn down and
kicked him out of the group.
If Billy’s smart, he’ll pursue a
singles career without DX be
hind him when he returns.

W ell, I’ve
c ,o m e
across some
information
that
was
contrary to
the initial
report. Ap
p a r e n t ly ,

Abbot t
asked
WCW head
COURTESY OF WWF.COM

Are you as impressed with
Essa Rios and Lita as I am? They have been
two of the most exciting performers in the
past few weeks, and now that Rios has the
Light-Heavyweight Title, they should be ap
pearing on WWF programming a lot more.
Keep your eyes on these two, and don’t
blink, or you might miss something.
Lately, every time I put on a wrestling
program, I see someone dancing. How
funny was it to see Chris Jericho and Chyna
dancing with Too Cool and Rikishi on Raw?
If you thought that was funny, I hope you
saw David Flair dancing with the Nitro Girls
over in WCW land. That was the best part
of the show, next to Miss Hancock’s dance
on top of the announcers’ table!
Speaking of announcers, Crowbar pos
sesses announcer skills that are almost
frightening. If you like his announcing, you
should see his wrestling. He’ll be a big name
in this industry if he gets the chance to cross
over to the ranks of the WWF.

booke r
Ke v i n

Sullivan if he could use a “weapon” in the
match. Considering this is wrestling in the
year 2000, Sullivan of course gave him the
green light. The problem was that no one
expected Abbott to pull out a real knife!
Next time, Sullivan should get a bit more
information before giving the OK to any
thing that might be considered in a negative
light. Then again, Sullivan will probably
say yes to anything that he thinks might
boost their dismal ratings a bit.
Once again, we’ve run out of time.
Questions? Comments? Feel free to email
me at FirstRowFred@aol.com next week,
keep out of the cheap seats in the nosebleed
section!

Above: D on’t expect to see B illy G unn
doing his schtick on Raw anytim e soon.
A t left: The Brooklyn Brawler. What?!

Last week I mentioned the stunt that

Inter-Gender Inner-Tubing
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w ill hold elections
fo r the 2 0 0 0 - 2001 Year

March 23, 2000
8:00 pm
113 Student Center Annex
(positions up for election)

Editor-In-Chief • Managing Editor
Production Editor • Treasurer • News Editor
Opinion Editor • Feature Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editor • Sports Editor
Humor Editor • Chief Copy Editor
Photography Editor • Graphic Design Editor
Main Editorial Cartoonist • Webmaster
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The Campus Recreation Office set up a gam e o f intram ural w ater polo this past
Sunday Team captains D onna Russo a n d Werner Gramajo brought their teams
in a t about 6 p .m ., a nd after Gramajo a n d co. spent h a lf an hour trying to fin d
women to compete on their team , they ended up playing the b est-of three series
two players short. Despite the disadvantage, they came fro m behind a n d won the
second a nd th ird games, taking the overall victory fo r the night.

’
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red hawk Sports

Jim Latham Stars in A Montclarion Sports Presentation:

A Step by Step Guide to Goal Scoring
Step 1: Position
One o f th e keys to g o a l scoring is g o o d passing
an d g o o d p osition . H ere, after bein g on th e receivin g
en d o f a lon g pass, Latham dem on strates th e
im p ortan ce o f p osition by bein g op en on th e right
side, in p erfec t position to tak e th e p u ck on an angle
to th e n et for an easy 1 -on -l with th e goalie.

Step 2: Approach
H ere, Latham moves in, unhindered, for his
person al show dow n with th e opposin g goalie.
K eep in g th e p u ck on th e fo reh a n d side, L atham .
forces th e ten d er to h o ld his position against th e
post, leavin g him at a b ad angle to stop a cross-over
b a ck h a n d m ove.

Step 3: Crossover
S in ce th e g o a lie is fo rced to h o ld th e post,
L atham uses a q u ick m o v e to g o to his backh an d ,
putting him in position to use th e em pty h a l f o f th e
n et to his advantage. A s show n at right, 24 fe e t o f
o p en n et is an awful lo t o f sp ace i f you can g et th e
g o a lie out o f p osition with th e p ro p er angle an d
m oves. T h e ten d er is left with n o op tio n ex cep t
diving across th e crease with a prayer.

Step 4: Celebrate
Once th e p u ck hits th e b a ck o f th e net,
th e 1 -on -l con test is over. Jim Latham com es
away th e winner, an d th e opposin g g o alie can
on ly w atch, certainly wishing bad things upon
th e perform er. T h e only p rop er thing to d o
after a goal, o f course, is to celebrate. S tic k 
raising, fist-pum ping, an d group hugs are all
a ccep ta b le practices.

Red Hawk Sports

OMAR'S SCHOOL OF NETIQUETTE
ALL PHOTOS BY TIM CASEY/ MONTCLARION

Last Thursday night, 6 3 ” sophomore forw ard O m ar Boothe took to the court w ith
the Red H aw k Basketball team fo r their N JAC p la yo ff gam e w ith W PU. Despite
M S U ’s loss, Boothe took the opportunity to wow the Rec Center Crow d w ith a
thundering 180-degree dunk, captured here on film .
Anyone who has been follow ing the Hawks over the course o f the season has
certainly noticed Boothe's leaping ability, an d also his penchant fo r getting the ball
behind the defense a n d coming up w ith huge, crowd-pleasing dunks.
Lucky fo r us, Boothe can play here a t Panzer Gymnasium fo r another two years,
a n d continue to awe us w ith his gravity-defying skill.
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By Mike Sanchez
Assistant Sports Editor
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2 drained after the game. “Nothing happened!
“ ’We had' nd energy. We had ncrthing! We
MSU seemed poised for an upset Thurs lost. You saw the game. We lost!”
day night at the Rec Center at William Pater
MSU had a nine point lead when WPU
son University, in the first round of the went on a 10-point run early in the second
NJAC playoffs. They were out-rebounding half, which saw Jenkins score six points as
and out-scoring the top-ranked Pioneers in he started to take over the game.
the first half, and held a 25-21 lead.
That was followed with a 20 - 7 run led
B .J.R ielly, who ________________ by Jenkins, who scored 15 of those points.
was tied for the team MSU
48
At this point, MSU was down 14 points.
high with 12 points, WPU
-65
The game was slipping away quickly.
was 3-4 from the three
........
Jenkins wasn’t. He continued his offen
point arc and the rest of the team was shoot sive display and scored 27 points in the sec
ing 38 percent.
ond half.
They had the emotion and they had the
Finally, the game was put away in the
memory of going to and defeating WPU 15 final minutes with a dunk by Jenkin, as WPU
days ago, 85-66, at their home court.
went on another 10-4 run to hand the Red
But then Horace Jenkins, WPU’s junior Hawks a 1.7-point loss..
guard, decided it was time to step up his play
“We can’t close out runs because we
and lead his Pioneers to a 65-48 victory over weren’t making shots. You can’t end a run
MSU.
when your not scpting.” Coach Fiore con
It wasn’t just Jenkins fantastic ability, tinued, “But that’s pretty typical for us. If
but also MSU’s inability to shoot. “What we’re not making shots, and we’re not run
happened is very simple,” MSU head coach ning, then this is the end result.”
Ted Fiore said. “When you don’t make
“We were just too tight and tense. We
shots, you go on long droughts. And that’s weren’t playing relaxed,” Jenkins said af
what we did. When we were making some terward on the reason why his team came
shots we had the lead. All of a sudden we out slow in the first half. “They beat us
go 9-25 on the foul line. We shot 7-28 in twice, so that was playing on our mind.”
second half.”
MSU ended theseason 17-8, and 11-7
MSU shot 24 percent in the second half. in NJAC play,. They also ended the season
They were out-scored 44-23 by WPU‘ who losing three of their last four. “I thought
shot 55 percent in the half. MSU shot only the kids had an excellent year. We lost to
36 percent from the free throw line through an excellent team. We have nothing to be
out the game, including 1-13 in the second ashamed of,” Coach Fiore said.
half when MSU had chances to trim tlje lead,
. As for WPU, they would go on to win
“You can’t shoot 32 percent... and then their first NJAC title since 1984, defeating
it’s Horace Jenkins. The kid is the differ Richard Stockton College 57-54 after RSC
ence in every team in this league,” Coach defeated number two Rowan 61-57. They
Fiore said.
also received a first round bye in the NCAA
“I knew we were struggling. If it’s any Division III playoffs.
body who I think I
,,
would want to put
the blam e on, it
would be myself.
Deep down inside
then 1 had the atti
tude if we gonna
lose the game I’m
gonna be aggres
sive,” said Jenkins,
who ended the
night with 36
points, 3 assists, 3
blocks, and 2 steals.
He shot 12-23 from
the floor, including
3-6 from the three
point arc and 9-12
from the line.
MSU guard
B.J. Reilly was very
disappointed and

Above: Coach Ted
Fiore expresses his
frustration w ith
M S U ’s poor offensive
show ing in the second
half.
Left: W P U ’s Horace
Jenkins (in w hite)
gave the Red H aw k
defense fits a ll day on
his way to 3 6 points.

TIM CASEY/ MONTCLARION
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A nthony Rossillo (black jersey), in a move th a t M S U Hockey fa n s see so often from
him , fig h ts through two defenders a n d drives towards the net during Saturdays
game. H e fin ish e d w ith a goal a n d an assists in the 5 -2 w in over WPU.
, ■
:
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MSU
C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 28

streaked into the Pioneers’ zone ahead of
the defense. A sweet backhand to forehand
move sold the fake, and he flipped the puck
over Zahn’s stick, smoking him like a
________________
salmon.
Midway through MSU
5
the first, the Red WPU
2
Hawks dumped the
puck in and Latham took possession, but
was tied up. Rossillo came over to help out,
bringing the puck behind the net. Latham,
meanwhile, moved out in front to receive a
pass from Rossillo, but was stoned by Zahn.
Less than a minute later, the Pioneers
cut the lead to one when Don Bennett skated
through the Red Hawks’ defense and put a
w rister past MSU goaltender Robbie
Martinez.
Martinez, though, denied the Pioneers’
bid to tie the game on the power play by
making an incredible sprawling glove save.
He was then whacked by a WPU player’s
stick while he was on the ice, resulting in a
gathering in front of the Red Hawks’ net.
Later in the same power play, Rossillo
broke up a pass in the neutral zone and
skated into the Pioneers’ zone, just to have
the puck knocked away. John Baumgartner
helped out though by disrupting the WPU
player, not allowing the Pioneers to set up.
With four minutes left in the first period,
a back-checking Randy Brookes dove to
knock the puck away from a WPU attacker,
breaking up a two-on-one rush by the Pio
neers.
In the second period, with the Red
Hawks on the power play, Zahn made a great
save on a £)iocabbe wrister to keep it a oflegoal game, but Giocabbe’s score 35 seconds

later would prove to be all the Red Hawks
would need.
Less than five minutes later, Martinez
made another of his 27 saves, a remarkable
stick save while lying on his stomach, pre
serving the two-goal lead.
Rossillo just missed scoring his second
goal of the game when he skated in with
two defenders hanging on him, but his
wrister missed short-side.
With less than four minutes left in the
second, Latham fought his way past a de
fender in the right circle. Zahn made a pad
save on Latham’s shot, but the puck was
kicked back out to Rossillo, who’s shot was
muted by Zahn as well.
Caldwell appeared to have Zahn beat
with 14 seconds left in the period, but his
shot hit the inside of Zahn’s pad and trick
led just wide of the right post.
Justin Brown collected his second goal
of the game when he picked up a loose puck
and inched toward the net before letting a
wrister fly from the high slot, which found
its way past Zahn, making the score 5-1.
Five minutes earlier Latham had given
the Red Hawks a three-goal lead. A shot by
Brookes from the slot was stopped by Zahn,
but the rebound found its way to Latham in
the high slot and he beat Zahn with a wrister,
using his hide for a tepee.
An unassisted WPU goal by Craig
Hoppey at 8:09 of the third period cut the
Red Hawks’ lead to 5-2, but the Pioneers’
could not get any closer than that. WPU
was stifled once again on the power play, as
the Red Hawks managed to kill off a 1:20
two-man advantage with about two minutes
to play in the game.

Red Hawk Sports
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Mm Latham, Rea Hawk Hockey
James Latham was the M S U
Hockey team s top scorer in this
weekend’s M etro Conference
playojfi, picking up a goal and
fo u r assists in M S U s two games,
against W P U an d N Y U . On
Saturday, Latham assisted on
M S U s first three goals before
opening the th ird p eriod scoring
w ith a goal 2 :4 0 into the fram e,
giving the Hawks a 4-1
advantage over W PU. On
Sunday, Latham assisted Eddie
C aldw ell on the Red Hawks’ only
goal o f the day, in a season-ending
7-1 loss to N Y U .

RESULTS
Men’s Basketball
2/24 - First Round, NJAC Playoffs
MSU 48 @ WPU 65
3/1 - First Round, ECAC Playoffs
USMMA 55 @ MSU 72

H o tk e y
2/26 - Metro Conference Quarterfinals
MSU 5 @ WPU 3

2/27 - Metro Conference Semifinals
MSU 1 @ NYU 7

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Sportsmai

Intramural Basketball
Results
Wednesday. Feb. 23
Theta Xi 37 / And One 54
Sleepaz 50 / The Fifth 56
D2 Da Streetz 86 / Brand New 56
Killa Beez 3 2 /F.M . Jacket 45

Thursday, Fefrt 24
Delta Chi 4 6 / Kling 51

Dedican
The Fift
Oh M y (
Rottweij
Brand N
Sleepaz
Smackei
Fast Bre
Above tí

4 .0 0
3.50
3.83
3.80
3.57
3.86
3.67
3.80
.000

itfav, Eeb. V

S

CTS32 / The Fifth 51
fits47'/_Brand New65
6 0 /F a s t Break II 56

M onday, F eb. 29
Underdawgz 51 /P ik e 34
F.M. Jacket 53 / E to the T 50
I Killer Beez 32 / AGSquad 37

Tbesdav. Feb. 29
Oh My God 58 / Smackers 41
J.Y. Dogs 39 / Bondsman 31
Bearcats 72 / Theta Xi 26

R a tin g

Junkyard Dogi
Full M etal Jac
Killa B eez
AGSquad
E to the T .
Bondsman
OTD

3.60
4 .0 0
4 .0 0
4 .0 0
3.60
3.20
0.00

M en’s B 2
Team

PCT

Blanton
% nderdavjçgz|Theta X i f
And O ne
Kling
Delta Chi

:

6 '
0
3 % 1
2 tJ 2
2
2

1

0
0
0
0

1.00
.667
■ÿ .333

1.333

3

.333

Sportsmanship
Rating
3.67
3 .25
4 .00
3 .50
4 .00

U p co m in g In tram u ral
B ask etb all G am es
Thursday. M arch 2
8:15-P ik e /D e lta Chi
9:15 - F.M. Jacket/ Bondsman
10:15 - Rottweillerz / Oh My God

M onday. M arch 13
8:15-O h My G o d /T h e Fifth
9:15 - Smackers / D2 Da Streetz
11:15- Rottweillers / Fast Break II

Tbesdav. M arch 14
8:15 - D2 Da Streetz / Fast Break II
9 :1 5 - Theta X i / Kling
10:15 - Delta Chi / Underdawgz

i W ednesday, M arch 15
9:15 - D2 Da Streetz / Fast Break II
10:15 - Kling / And One
11:15 - K illaB eez/E to theT
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Above the Rim fo rfeited out o f the league on 2/23. A ll rem aining
opponents receive fo rfe it wins.

All Games Played At
Panzer Gymnasium
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T h e M o n t c l a r io n

M SU Basketball Romps over USMMA;

M SU

Reilly H onored for 1,000th Point
By Mike Sanchez

P'TTjastef''"'"

, ¿a

Assistant Sports Editor

MSU’s 17-0 run midway through the
second half pushed the Red Hawks to a 7255 victory over U.S. Merchant Marine Acad
emy Wednesday night at Panzer Gym in the
first round of the ECAC Tournament.
Before the game, senior B.J. Reilly was
honored as he became the twentieth player
in MSU history to score 1,000 points in last
Thursday’s game with ________________
WPU.
USMMA
55
MSU’s second half MSU
72
run was sparked by
sophomore Carl Th
ompson and freshman Ben Martinez, who
combined for 8 points, 6 assists, and 3 steals
on the night.
“It might have been a turning point for
the team,” said Head Coach Ted Fiore. “It
stemmed from the fact that we played much
more excited.” He said his team seemed
flat throughout the first half, and he was a
little worried that the team was still feeling
the effects of the loss to William Paterson
University Thursday night.
Before the run, MSU was tied 42-42
with 15:56 left in the game. After Jermel
Mayo fell hard to the floor after driving for
a lay-up, Thom pson was substituted.
Martinez had been subbed in earlier for
Reilly, who continued a shooting slump
from the last game. Along with Mike Bult
and Walik Wilson, the back court set the tune
for the run. Thompson hit two three’s, and
Martinez ran the offense as MSU had only

Track M eet
By M ike Halper
Sports Editor

IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

M S U s M ike B ult was trapped against the sideline before being fouled. Two free throw
conversions p u t the H aw ks up, 65 - 49, late in the second h a lf o f the game.

one turnover in the run, which lasted about
seven minutes.
The defense also stepped up in the sec
ond half as they had six steals, four blocks,
and created seven turnovers.
Wilson had a double-double with teamhighs of 16 points and 13 rebounds, while
Bult added 10 points in the second half, end
ing the night with 15 points.
“It was one of his better games,” said
Coach Fiore, referring to Bult’s play. “If he
could have been more consistent, he would

have gotten more play time.”
MSU also stood consistent in their free
throw shooting 12-15, unlike their previous
game at WPU, where they shot 9-25.
Reilly and Bult, also a senior, may have
played their last game at home, depending
on the results of the other ECAC games.
MSU now advances to the ECAC Semi
finals on Saturday. They will play either #2
New Jersey City or #7 Ramapo. MSU lost
to NJCU twice this year, while splitting the
season series with Ramapo.

At the NJAC Indoor Track and Field
Championships this weekend, MSU picked
up three individual Outstanding Athlete
awards, as well as racking up eight top fin
ishes. The Men’s team finished in second
place overall and the Women’s team finished
third.
Freshman Tom Baldwin picked up the
Outstanding Male Track Athlete award as
he won the 1,500 meters in an MSU- and
NJAC-record 3:56.42. The time was also
the eighth-best in Division III this year.
Joining him in victory were Darryl
Louis, who won the 200 meters, Theo Ames,
who took the 60 meters, Ed Wheeler, long
jump, and Carvel Silveria, who took the 800
meters in 1:59.10.
For the Women’s team, All-American
Janice Brenner was named Outstanding Fe
male Track Athlete for the second straight
year. She picked up the win in the 55-meter
hurdles with a time of 8.39 seconds, and she
also won the 200 meters in 26.42 seconds.
Freshman Alex Yajl gave MSU their
third Outstanding Athlete award, winning
Oustanding Female Field Athlete honors
after setting a meet record in the high jump
with a leap of 5 feet, 5.75 inches.

Red Hawks Stop W PU in Metro Conference Quarters;
Fall to N Y U in Semis
By M ike Mazanec
Staff Writer

The MSU hockey team was ousted in
the semifinals of the Metropolitan Collegiate
Hockey Conference, losing to New York
University, 7-1, on Sunday. The setback
ended the Red Hawks’
season, which started -----------------------back in October, dur- NYU
7
ing which they com- N1SU__________ 1
piled a 23-10-2 record.
The Red Hawks did, however, pick up a
key win over rival William Paterson Uni
versity, winning Saturday’s quarterfinal 52 at Floyd Hall Arena. Due to the proxim
ity of the rink to both schools, MSU were
the visitors, as an electrified crowd was on
hand to cheer on both teams.
A.J. Giocabbe, who has been hot of late,
got the game winner as MSU advanced.
Eddie Caldwell drew the attention of two
Pioneer defenders in front, leaving Giocabbe
wide open to the right of the net. James
Latham slid a pass through traffic and
Giocabbe redirected the puck past WPU
netminder Frank Zahn with 17 seconds left
on a second period power play.

The Red Hawks
struck first, 3:49 into
the opening period.
Latham chased the
puck into the left cor
ner, and fighting off
a defender, centered
it to a waiting Justin
Brown. B row n’s
wrister from the high
slot rattled off the
post, but found the
net off the back of
Zahn’s pad.
About five min
utes later, MSU
upped their lead to
two, as Anthony
Rossillo found the
back of the net, mak
ing the score 2-0.
Rossillo took a pass
from Latham and

See MSU on R 26

MIKE HALPER/ MONTCLARIOll

Rob M artinez makes a fa llin g stick save late in the th ird p erio d ofSaturdays game. H e fin ish e d w ith 2 7
saves in M S U ’s 5 -2 victory.

P ut tin ’ It In The Net - MSU Style
See Pages 24 & 25

